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Frunz Wright
PASSING SCENES (WHILE READING BASHO)
I am traveling by train
to the city,
I am traveling
in brilliant sleep
into the past
Meantime composing
a letter
to my inner no one
There were hives at the
edge of a wood
The mind shines
in the
window
The most beautiful house I ever died in
Everything's imaginary
When I hear the dawn gulls cry
even in New York
I long for New York —
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OUT OF DELUSION
In blue branches the moon feigning
coma all morning, always
fading, and drifting away.
A book you wrote decades ago now
seems stranger than somebody else's
Of the slumbering
hand,
this change
ineluctable, cloudlike
I speak in the mask of the first person
Not as myself, not in the glory
of action, of experience
when time and dying stop
but as anyone in the inbetween hours
the hours alone, or traveling, or waking in a strange room
or the moment when friends all fall silent, and each
gazes into his own past and his own end
That is what I meant, the way things look then
Music, silence, the word
I'd emulate
these little
candles just lit
for the newly
dead, enter
the endless, the
original words
which shine
from behind
and through words
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and be through with them,
through with all
words
So desperately tired of the long, long flight from God
One hourglass of eventual
cremation dust, thinking

get me out of here
Riding the subway I glimpse myself
in the seat next to mine
in the adjacent universe
one urinous drooling but otherwise fine human
being attempting and repeatedly failing
to pour cough syrup into a spoon
Thinking the sky is a river of souls

as everyone knows
darkness and blizzards
come from the future
and the road is long
as the memory of a child
Thinking I

could not bear to know what I do
No one knows no one like I do
Sparrow at the gates of heaven
or maggot at the gates of heaven,
there I am
with all the others
from the twentieth century of horror
And that is a beginning
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John Gallaher
APOSTROPHE TO THE DEAD
Hello, dear wasting-your-heart-there, dear
imaginary friend, the oak has moved
over the roof line.
It's what distance is for,
with all these scraps of paper
and so little to say
over a headache and coffee.
Come back for an hour.
I've been thinking
of bringing the gods home,
of singing the gods to sleep.
Here with only the sorts of things
I can conceptualize,
no longer watching the details,
however much they matter.
Which goes missing
in the scenery.
The robins following
the lawnmower, the robins
at the edge of the sprinkler's arc.
And here I am. And here we are.
In the falling apart house.
In the falling apart body.
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I WILL SING THE MONSTER TO SLEEP & HE WILL NEED ME
In the realm of wrong answers, someone
always has the radio on.
j

Someone is eating, and someone
walking about the room, in the dim cafe
which ends in a distant range of snowcapped mountains.
There are vanishing people
meeting at the diving board off the window sill,
and a cloud pierced by windows.
There are a lot of things you don't get to decide.
At first, the evenings were filled with stories, music,
or both, with a beige floor
shaded here and there with red.
And then the children are walking across the gravel
in the dark. Always little footsteps
in any manner of realms.
And they quiver like the moon.
Let's look for them awhile, and see what we find
beside the intimidating tower at the summit
of the gently rising square.
There will be water in this pool soon.
And we'll know what happiness is.
There's time, and figures
moving among the arches.
We'll take some questions now, they'll say.
Please raise your hand.
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Diane Kirsten Martin
CONJUGATED VISITS
I love as if it mattered:
a pound of love's feathers falling
fast as a pound of stone.
You love like a weed, unwanted,
taking up residence, calling
it home.
She loves as a snail would:
using him up for sustenance,
meticulously, leaving a trail.
He loves like the rabbit pulled
from a hat: startled, pedaling,
ambushed by thin air.
We love as the blind see: aware
of insect wings, timbre
the dog hears.
Love dusted treetops,
gutters, and hood ornaments;
she inhaled.
Love contained him
comfortably, a soft shoe;
on firmament he danced.
There would be no way
they could unlove now, unspice
the condiment,
uncook the stew, the braised
beast unslaughter, send it
uluating back to the herd.
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Sarah Maclay
HINGE
You see, it's the fabric of the darkest butterfly's wing. And it
opens that way. Closes. Indigo. Vetiver. Velvet. Silk. Old enough
now to have achieved a quiet iridescence. A heart of radium. And
this is the last time it will open upon him, close, open. But neither
of them knows this — for sure. Or they do. They do and it is also
polite, their re-acquaintance here, their adieu, and he is careful to
praise. And she — careful. And the light has fallen, and soon he
will throw candy into the air, like confetti, on crowds, and later
— parades: parades across the bridge at dusk, at the moment of
grackles, moment of bats, swooping in hordes, and arcing —
visible, invisible — like insects, large, and then the swirl of white
wings over the ashy water near the darkening trees — someone
says they're doves — the birds all following the movement of the
water as though they know where they're going, as though it
were a river, though everyone crossing the bridge refers to it as a
lake — and the owl now, suddenly sweeping toward them,
quizzical, piercing, alone.
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BLACK LAKE
Still, the black-necked geese convey themselves around it like
confined swans. And we can assume stars, though we cannot see
them. And the color, or its lack, seems right for the temperature
of things, now that it's all a cold glide down. Reflection is an
enterprise of danger — but tonight, the water is kind: a kind of
silence, a kind of lack.
You're out there somewhere, under the moon that must be hiding
here — faith is a long thing to have to keep. And it's too late in
the game — or too early — to get punchy. There's failure. But
now the wind riffling the ragweed with a hint of patience. I gath¬
er sage for you but it doesn't smell.
This is what I'm sure of: the last time I sat near you, there was
fog. How it padded the hotel patio like thoughtful architecture,
the air suddenly grave with a kind of admission. And then that
new sensation on my cheek — and then our two hands nestling
like goslings.
Here, the water gathers at the base of the mountains. Tomorrow
it will be turquoise. In August, Mars will show up in the sky like
a second moon. The narrow sands will fill with tourists and um¬
brellas. And I'll return to the last visible messages you sent: the
two tiny shells you placed in my hand before you left. The one
tiny shell I can still find.
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STAND OF CUT-OFF TREES
Always, I was smelling things. I had no idea how to behave. My
teeth were dull.
Some days I woke up unaccountably happy.
For a time, I began to gather things to give to next of kin.
For a time, I thought I'd wear the antique lace myself.
I managed to move through houses without damaging the
furniture.
People sometimes thought of me as quiet. I don't know what
other kinds of sounds I would have made.
Tell me how I could have pretended to be another species.
The sound of the plane is our bodies. I had never heard it before.
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Lee Upton
A WINTER'S MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
As if the summer breezes were ground
slowly and hardened,
ice beads pelt the bower.
Cherry blossoms glaze and dip.
Chilled steam slides from bat-wing sleeves,
and spirits clip off the brittle cowslip.
No rhetoric waits in reserve.
They sweep from their ring
any bloody thing that was lured.
They give a child away to a herd.
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ON THE POSITION OF WITCHES
1. Witch: Where hast thou been, sister?
2. Witch: Killing swine.
— Macbeth
One sister must answer to another.
They're of a piece
and share an eye.
Where hast thou been, sister?
Killing swine.
No time for distinctions
in the genes. Comrades in the sinister art.
Suspects in line.
Fungal creep after fire,
ash dogs on a barge.
Where hast thou been?
Indigo milk,
venereal shock. Why not
brew a storm
and drop a sieve
in the traveler's plan?
This little pig
went to market,
swine that he was.
The rest of us formed a committee
that works like a plug.
This little pig ate a nun.
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Erin Gay
MALARKEY
Junior brindled by his epilepsy, between attacks sentencing the
younger sisters to go to the closet in pairs. They sometimes forgot
to wash their fingers before cooking dinner. That's the way it is in
houses like this where the mother is too busy wringing her dish
towel and counting the smoke-lines under her eyes. I knew sis¬
ters like this once. When they spoke in class it was like they were
breaking a vow, even to simply answer 34. And Junior, I had a
brother like this once but he was more into stealing boxes of tam¬
pons and garden magazines, the boxspring of his bed torn un¬
derneath, that gauze, that spiderweb veiling what we all guessed
at. The first girl he held down was Rosemary Dillard or Rose
Dylan or Mary Rose Lark. Does it really matter what her name
was? Or how many times it was misspelled in his sister's diary?
After years, one instance is equal to twenty, just ask the sofa
cover the broken doorframe the buckled straps.
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Ken Chen
WHAT IS NIGHT FOR I CANNOT
HOLD IT IN MY HAND?
Always walk by this house at night Music but no lights
The car paces the barren lot He returns alone the videos every
night
At her wrists I look — seeing her exhausts my eyes
The small quick moons — running a cross walk before the light
changes
The traffic lights roll their yellow eyes
The light leaning against the tree orange like a lamp lit brain
Two pockets in her garden His feet are dirty
Caravan of lights — the drive-thru after night
What time are you wearing — her fingers closing around his hand
Biting the yellow sweater then laughing wrinkles around her
eyebrows
The woman with her elbows bent on her knees — the man tap¬
ping her on the back with his palm
She lay on the rocks I watched her watch the fishing lamps
Bright and dark we fall asleep in the movie theater
Out of the rest room he shakes my hand his still wet and soapy
Nothing like the pool — her hand is smooth as we talk
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The trees pressed like a lover against the sight of the city
My father asking me what my plans are — my hand sleeps be¬
hind her neck
Feeling Time pursuing him he goes to sleep
When the world exists only scraped together by headlights
When the world covers its
When, while talking together, see two friends walking a man, a
woman —
A mirror
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Dorc Kiesselbach
GLASS
Staccato light
on water, a secret
language I try
deciphering
at the edge
of a park bench
after shaping putty
into windowframes
all day, the world
with me like the ghostpain of an amputee
who finds he can
walk on the missing
limb. Stairs
creak as I climb
to an apartment
where the wash
and layering
of recognition
has begun.
Cooling at room
temperature,
molecules
in liquid glass
bond and block
the light.

What chilled
and split us,
brother,
kept us
clear.
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Lenore Mayhezv
LEAVING THE CATHEDRAL
In the center of evening
something rhymes with my past —
in the half light
follows me like a brother
into the stretching world
of emptiness and need.
Orange poppies are closing.
A band of light above the housetops
hides the future
inhabits this moment with ease
solid against the dark.
Somewhere a window opens
to soft night air.
Somewhere someone puts a glass down
slowly, the last act in a personal drama.
Somewhere words stop...
a blessing unfinished.
And here on the Thames boats rise
as everywhere the willful moon
tugs the water up.
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Paul Legault
WHITE COUNTRY
At least
You can sleep by
The American names for loneliness:
Iowa, Nebraska, Memphis, like snow
That we had to talk about
When it refused to go away.
Give it names.
Names for names' sake:
Ashes, the winter, the white earth.
To build a man up from it
Is to want for him
To rid us from what he is made of
By leaving on a horse of snow
Into spring, even now.
The land exists. Ruin.
Snow. He will stay.
The patterns of milk, of place
Like a fluid, snowmen that know nothing
Of competition, of men made
Of red and not water.
Of blood that keeps through summer.
You may as well make him a home by now
From snow and a wife
Of sorts from snow and a mouth
Because they will make a name for themselves
From snow and the means to wait
From ice, from carrots and coal.
Their wide language derived from the weather
Without a single word for you.
Ten for the sea.
Nothing for cold.
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Frannie Lindsay
TO A TIMBER WOLF
For this I will need a blank page
a sky in absolute focus over the same few miles
of Alaska an airplane's simple shadow
and when I am ready
a grave full of snow that will never fall here
a thin mother wolf embracing
with purposeful forelegs a fresh carcass
from which she is gnawing the lean
chest muscle free for her pups
as the gunner's binoculars twist her gold eyes
close as a lover's though if he were anywhere near her
she would have no choice
but to strike with all eight hundred pounds per square inch
of the glorious teeth God gave her for tearing
so it is easier doing away with her from the air
not even killing really just training
the gun's eye making it see clear inside her
neutral heart and back out
to the pellet of blood on the dazzling sunlight
now making the gun want one of the beats
now making the other poor beat
be the bullet
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Eric Pankey
A STONE TO PLACE ON A CAIRN
Iron, rusting, grows inward.
The nettle — ruderal, tenuous —
Anchors in the gravel pit.
The overwrought amaryllis
And the peony's heady head
Are vermilions
(from sulfur
And mercury sublimed,
And only in memory:
Each now out of season).
The caged chameleon is fluent in green.
Time is its own ransom.
The rain stops momentarily to mark a comma
Between one Ice Age and the next:
A palm-stone, a sling-stone,
A pocket-stone,
a stone
To place on a cairn.
To disambiguate the present tense,
I read
crow entrails displayed
(A loose knot, an ampersand)
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Holding together that which falls apart:
The once and the to be,
the grain frost-gnawed.
The rape-engendered Iliad.
From an incinerator's chimney
Swifts unfurl.
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Sor Juana Inez de la Cruz
SHE RESISTS THE IDEA OF ONE STATE
OF BEING LASTING UNTIL DEATH
If the dangers of the deep were known in full,
no person would set sail; if, in advance,
one knew the risks, he wouldn't hold his stance,
nor brazenly provoke the fighting bull.
If, pondering a horse as powerful
as fire, the prudent rider saw the chance
that it would buck and bolt, no human hands
would ever give the reins that steady pull.
But if there were someone so unafraid
that, shrugging off the dangers, like Apollo
he'd seek to commandeer with yearning fingers
the chariot, unstoppable and bathed
in light, there'd be no path he wouldn't follow
and no one state in which he'd always linger.

translated by Natalie Shapero
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Renee Ashley
THE VERBS OF DESIRING
How tired the self is of self, its earth twirling in the air and notair and I know a woman who ate only bread until she died of
bread.
Oh the where-is-she-now. Which is not a question. Which
is a noun of circumstance. And disquietude: lovely word. And

hairsbreadth. Stupor mundi. Kettle-of-fish-that-turned-your-heart.
You
are returning from an alphabet ransacked by thirst, by the gamut
of implication neatly sung: a tongue that speaks body. A punctu¬
ated earth. You who are resolute of hungry brutes and fooled by
the beggar's bowl of moon, tide of scat, of pellet and flop — and
the body's dead-end is an assured apostrophe.
There

are

more

ways to mean than you can make note of.
Look! Something is
pretty in the sky — it might just be the sky — though installa¬
tion's been askant. Or what it sits upon is opposed to the level
eye. A panoply of possibilities — all those bears pirouetting in
your penthouse!
Oh if it or they were only. Or if you. And, or if I.
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SPINDLE, LATHE
Thirst rose in her from a sitting position.
There was would this and would that.
There was the man. Not as she thought.
Was the lick. Was the try. When she saw
the sky was broken. When locked her
simple door. Her tongue put out like
so little fire. The what was left. Spindle,
lathe. Latch. The heart like two barn doors.
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Molly Brodak
LAKE-LIKE
Paint the sumac
chest-high, aching
out of somewhere
primitive.
Use blue only in a wild
spray of starlings
to tangle the pocket
of nothing above the highway.
Below, in the panic-grass and sedges
some dirty cat with the fur of its neck
knifed up — the same beige.
Leave dawn an indeterminate pink,
leave the cat with a cloud
for a mouth.
Make this whole hovering
over the yellow scrub
of lakeshore near Luna Pier —
it should belong to your hands.
It should already be old.
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Jennifer Atkinson
FOREST ARCHITECTURE

after the painting by Paul Klee
One envies the birds niched in the blue, interleaved
among needles, filed in overlapping greens.

They avoid thinking. They sing. They seek
each kind among the over and over its proper food.
Entrances and aisles, arches and rafters,
repeat themselves, articulate each of the whole,
in every part a replication of arboreal form:
the veins, the lobes, the roots, the branches fork
again and again. Divergence from
is inherence to. The mockingbird says itself
in every blue-gray pin and pinion, shaft
and aftershaft, in every blue-gray modulation.
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THE THINKING EYE

after Paul Klee's "With the Eagle" (1918)
The green eye of the forest opens and beholds the beholder.
Its twin, the moon, appears — lidless,
unshuttable, the afterimage of fire.
It's getting dark. It's getting late in the season.
The deer stiffen to hieroglyphs, the mountains
fade and blear. The trees, for the moment
unsusceptible to wind, are impassive.
That's how it is after a war.
Stuccoed pillars left half-built, tiny
figures of refugees, hands up in surrender
or perhaps farewell, goodbye, goodbye. A little eagle
not flying, its underwings showing white.
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V

Tomaz Salamun
OFFSPRING AND THE BAPTISM
Canada begs one's butter. Everyone is in
the clearing. Godfather crouches, he's tender,
he tortures. The roost is mute. Iron-shod
I come. In the conical hayracks, in the intelligent
bull. Rustling massages the sky. The cellar
squats beneath itself. Seed undulates from the sphere.
Lamb's lightning utters the thought.
Sperm is behind the drawers, behind solace, love
is a red witness. We rented rivers
and channels and tunnels. We travel a little
stall in the wheat. I wet and splashed on you
on the raft as you daydreamed,
sheltered on the Ganges' smooth surface.
Did I come from lime? Did I make you
juice with murders? Glue myself to the little knitted
willow-made baskets? When the basket
gently banged, language slipped
and sizzled. It leaped over fields. The water
was yellow, brown, downtrodden. The language
frayed. Does the bloom evolve? Mountains
drop into butter. A new fist
picks them up. It makes plants from rice. The snow
jumps at and batters the fields. If I wouldn't
protect your mouth, the cross would rot.

translated by Brian Henry and the author
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Joanne Dwyer
SURRENDER

To be baptized is to surrender —
to let that long-haired honey cradle you
as if you were a queen, or a prostitute.
Or the girl I see at the pool
who cannot lift herself
and is therefore
lifted from her wheelchair,
held in someone's arms,
put afloat in a pink tube
like wet laundry waiting to be hung in the sun.
Does the man waiting to be executed
fear death more because he was never baptized? —
As if the river could swallow our sins
and keep them secret.
As if buckets, or ladles of blessed water
over the heads of babies and black beetles
could keep them safe from stampede.
As if algae-green water over the foreheads of baby snakes
could make their venom a cerulean cure for madness.
Plunging your head into, and drinking from,
a birdbath, a horse trough. A squirt gun shot
into the open mouth of the girl in the pool;
a high-powered hose scouring the prison cell
and the man balled-up in the corner
looking like Picasso's Crouching Beggar, or

Woman Huddled on the Ground with a Child.
Painted from the sketches he made
in a women's prison in Paris.

St. Lazare — where nuns served as warders
and children were locked-in with their mothers.
Hose me down, and up, into cavities and crevices,
any place I might be hiding.
Be it a full submergence:
The waterfall under which carp spawn
and teenagers tongue-kiss.
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Or the curved caves in the Yucatan
where we jumped off the graffiti cliffs
and swam with the floating bones of the sacrificed.
Be it a full submergence:
The mother held all five of her children
down, one at a time in the bathtub.
Same rationale as the priest: to save them from Satan.
To be baptized is to surrender —
Give up your weapons and your ammunition.
We know your slingshot is under your bed.
Give it here. Now give us
your pants and your light-up shoes.
We may need your left ear and your liver.
By the way, you can't keep your turtle —
he may be carrying diseases.
But do come with us to the Promised Land.
There is a headless man there; he'll take you to the river.
Only it's not a river anymore.
Only she didn't let them back up:
One child shat in the water.
Luke wanted his rubber duck.
John bit her finger.
Mary spoke her first word underwater.
Noah struggled, still in his pajamas —
reaching for the plug.
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Timothy Kelly
FOREARM DISSECTION, 1982
The fine, sheathed muscles laid in length¬
wise, lapped, lank, orderly as slatted blinds
or a furrowed field, their far ends tapered
to ribbon to glide shiny through the wrist's
cinch, then bending out from the bottleneck
in a well-ordered sort, a fine-gauge,
pegged-tight coursing to predetermined
anchorage at the phalanx of a finger.
I'm thinking of a section of saxophonists
in an Ives concerto, in a passage where
birds lift from trees, not playing but
drumming their horn-keys 10, 15 seconds
with their fingers, so that the clatter, if you
close your eyes, becomes the rising din
of beating wings. Then they took their
reeds, found their notes. Music, heavenly
from sinful hand and hollow horn,
bodies curved congruous, accommodating,
each patterned movement, each set
of stops completing circuits, parsing
breath into notes; clipped, voluptuous,
quartered, counted, until the hooded heart
stirs in its basket and rises, jewel-eyed,
intoxicated, wholly colonized, and sways.
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THE DIAGNOSIS OF NOISY KNEES
Rifle shots, ripping cloth, wood rasps, redacts,
shook rattles, raked gravel, rimshots, maracas, barewire shorts, phone static, dactyls, air brakes, scattered
applause; pistol range, sawblade chatter, gear grit
downshifting, bad front bearing on a hard right turn.
Spilled sugar, half-shell of shot, stage-whisper, slagpail, stalk of celery snapped in half every time
I stand. Short, hissing firecracker fuse, crushed
Rice Krispies, valve clatter, roach skitter, trap set,
woodsplitter, ground glass, sharp gasp, birch bark,
stripped; pulp, bank-job tumbler click; syncopated
knock of loose dentures punctuating the What might
it be? she asks wonderingly, thrusting her varicose,
roll-stockinged knee, grapefruit-sized, peppercorn
grinder, out to me.
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Daneen Wardrop
THIS ONE (I) TO THE EDGE OF THE SIDEWALK-CRACK

"A colony is analogous to a brain where there are lots of
neurons, each of which can only do something very simple,
but together the whole brain can think. None of the neurons
can think ant, but the brain can think ant, though nothing
in the brain told that neuron to think ant."
— Deborah M. Gordon, Stanford News Service, 1993
this one (I) to the edge of the sidewalk-crack,
this one (I) hoists the, hup, beetle carcass,
this one follows this other one
back down the smell-curb to cement line, we bring food
through mix-a-lot grass tufts,
rough-shagged, crabbed,
we dust past the blessed peonies
this one (I) trudges underneath on green floors to —
no — now — hubbub —
this one will help — help — with the nest, cave-in,
hole in the front foyer — to lift a grain to grub to tug
the quake, lift a grain and lift a grain and —
another cave-crush! — my arm
crunch, rip of — oh — I will grow new elbows —
and now, new —
will help this other one (her)
to feed her
who lays the tiny hubs, again, again,
and way down the sub-trail the little stubs, again,
warm and stretch and lift their pug jaws,
and this one to rub-rub antennae clean, the
delicate nub of
you — and next you and next —
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WE STREAM, BLACK RAZZED
“In the fall and winter, when more adults are free to join,
these gatherings become gargantuan.... Two sites in the
central United States...regularly attract...an estimated 8 to
10 million crows. That should be enough night life for
anyone!''
— Candace Savage
We stream, black razzed
feathers toward the Raucous Tree,
no confusing sun to burn sparks into
tossed bottlecaps and crumpled cellophane.
Sun is a ball shrieking, a round rounding
somewhere else —
Great! wreck! The last
sizzle of it —
fly through that red ravel, my cousins, my second-cousins,
my many many of us
neighbors from the next woods
who helped me chase the demon
spotted marsh hawk twice our size, we gave him
rapid escort,
uproaring, took him by shock,
tested our beaks to his tail tips,
and gaining, chewing sky, crazy
as the Raucous:
here we are.
I'll trade branches with you, cousin, take
your twig, fly upside down, drop
it back to you, sing gurkle and beginning and ruin
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to the end of ruin,
and row in a thousand
maelstroms variable and draining
eddies from eddies, black, diag and down of us,
and close, so crackling close
to happy —
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Michael Dickman
WANG WEI: BAMBOO GROVE

1
Alone
Finally
It's nice to sit in the bamboo dark
among the bamboo
dark
Guitars
and a low
whistle
1 don't know anyone here!
Me and
the moon
One shining, the other
shining

2
It doesn't matter what I wanted
The air
in green waves
A park in the city
A bench
My friends
What I have
is finally invisible
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Humming a little tune

They can't take that away from me

Look
the moon is up
The moon
is down
3
Do you think that's music
what we're listening
to?
Ambulances
and dogs
The trees praying
Strangers walking their darlings beneath streetlights
whispering encouragement
Bending down
to scrape shit off the sidewalk
into little plastic bags
Sirens and
trees
All the music
that's left
4
You know
how we are going
to disappear
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into the ground forever
or burn
into the sky
into oceans
Well, I love this about us and I want to be able to do it all by myself
It won't be scary
or cold
not like what they told us at all
If there are spiders
and there will be
spiders
they will not kill us
in our
New Cities
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Matthew Gavin Frank
MAZISI'S WIDOW

He was a big man
with a lot of feelings, but I saw him
break.
A styrofoam cup, filled
halfway with milk only wants to be
barley. Planted, sewn.
His wife's
lace hem collects garlic skins,
breadcrumbs from the kitchen floor.
She prepares me her peri-peri
chicken livers, says, Wc had
the courage to lead our lives well,
openly, and like pigs. She must
be referring to munificence
and roses. Now, she lives
in the tool shed, paints the picture
she couldn't paint before: a horse
with the breasts of a woman, Janus¬
faced and birthing.
It's been fourteen months since Mazisi died.
They buried him with a black mamba
and a cream tube of acrylic paint. When
the venom becomes too much,
she opens the window,
then opens the window
a little wider.
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FATHER-IN-LAW AGITPROP
It's before coffee and after everything else.
A Sotho policewoman waves us to the side
of the road with a flashlight. 100 kilometers
behind us, Johannesburg goes to sleep. Corn,
purple, orange, weapon. Johann says.
Here, an hour in a cell is a death sentence.
He pulls his hands from the steering wheel,
lips trying to close over the end of a Peter
Stuyvesant. Handcuffs. A pig on a spit.
Gumboots in a souvenir shop. How quickly
we would sell our misery and our love. History
is this ear of corn, and this Giant Kingfisher,
licking blood from an eel. His wings
mock the Southern Cross and I pray
for Andromeda. The policewoman speaks
in mirrors, almost in retrospect,
side-views. Her wings
bury our brandies
with Johann's 100-rand note.
We will live today
to change our socks
and lower the parking brake,
this time, as if, into the earth.
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Gretchen Primack
MARCH
Doris is proud to love the fall, proving her
hardy as a burr.
Her favorite food is the peanut, which,
when heavily roasted, tastes like bread
and wine and the ground. Her favorite
bird is the grackle, which looks like
an oil spill, hence like an oil spill
survivor. Her favorite grackle picks
pan dulce by the Hotel Antigua pool,
where white women preen their new
brown babies. jQue linda! Solo agua pura
para mi. Solo hamburguesa para el.
Doris doesn't want a baby, she wants a bird
thick with petroleum. She wants a brawny
hippie man with a grackle on each shoulder
and despair buried in his right eye,
craving in the left.
Let me bring you a towel, my dirty sweet,
she would say. Let me spoon warm brown
nuts into you. jQue linda! Solo
una nueva vida para ml.
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MILK PAIL MARKET
Behind the counter, sneaking
almonds and slivers
of block chocolate smashed
in back with a hammer,
Doris is regal, imperial, in
charge! Can tell rolled oats
from steel-cut at fifty
feet. Can smell the age
of cheddar. The women
trust her with their food
stamps, platinum cards, black
eyes. And when she steps down
to mop alone at night, she reaches
over to fill her hand
with a shower of gold dried
apricots. Boxes flattened crisp,
grate pulled down,
the road a flat roll
of licorice. On the sidewalk
she looks up at the stamped
punched eye of the moon.
It's scary, its haughtiness,
how much it loves its bruises.
How dare you, she says, and pushes.
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Bob Hicok
AFTER THE PROCEDURE
All the apples have been washed.
I sprayed every apple with a liquid
that cleans pesticides away.
I prayed very leap myself with a quid
that kneels pesty vices away. On the counter,
pictures of my wife's stomach. Her esophagus
and duodenum. A OK, her inner life, while she
sleeps drugs on the couch. While she
rugged peels no the slouch. The worm crawled in,
took pictures. Endoscopy. The sun comes in,
warms my eyes, drops bits of far away
against my looking. I am grateful; she fully great.
She will rise and be herself, a dash
inside out, invaded, but here and projected
in that state to remain. I am thinking soup.
I ma, thin king of do. Do make lunch, wash dishes,
do inspect her breath. It is there, the up and down.
I kiss her paper esophagus. Intimacy evolves.
Intimacy solves. I never expected love.
All the apples have been washed.
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UNKNOWN
Here is the face of Amelia Earhart.
She's stopped by the photo as she steps
into a cockpit. I'm remembering the photo
because a crow seems to be talking to a small plane
circling the morning. All that time
flying over an ocean. All this time being dead.
I'm not going to investigate the nature of memory.
I've forgotten how. That Amelia Earhart
shows up from time to time in the space
I tend to believe is occupied by my thoughts,
by my sense of what saffron means to me,
contributes to the extent to which I feel
this is a charming life. I do not always feel
this is a charming life, like when a friend
had to call his twenty-something daughters
and ask if they knew their eighth grade teacher
had admitted molesting students, and the pause
after he asked, what an end to his life that was,
waiting for them to be safe. I read three books
about Amelia Earhart one summer and forgot
three books about Amelia Earhart one fall
but here she is and now it's quiet again, the crow
has tucked its saw under its wing and the plane
is busying-up some elsewhere. Don't think it
sexist that I like her hair. The head
to which the hair belonged has been a talisman
for me, a looming smile and prod to act
on where my looking goes, with the understanding
that those who do not come back are everyone.
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SOME OF MY ZOO
When I'm honest with the animal kingdom, I admit
I resemble a raccoon. The circles under my eyes
appear to be chocolate dipped moons
or someone's setting coffee cups on my sleep
and not using coasters.
I've taken to spreading Vitamin E
directly below the orbs of my unsexiness,
these tools for looking at my neighbor
as she lectures the rooster who crows
at 3:30 in the afternoon, when he tells the wide
awake sun to get up. I guess this is thorough
on his part, like bringing a sprinkler
into the shower or staring at a toothpick
and yelling timber, and it makes the whole endeavor
seem subversive, if morning isn't necessarily
at the front of the day, with the yawning
and wanting to have a career in staying home
and assuring my pillow it's as useful
as democracy. Eventually I expect
she'll edit the rooster with her axe,
and for a moment, he'll run in circles
of not quite being himself until his body
notices the estrangement and breaks down
in a ceremony of twitching all of us
get to know sooner or later. Speaking of stupid,
the vitamin E makes no difference in the extent
of my pretty, but I've become attached to the moment
I hold a tube of what appears
to be lipstick to the two places on my body
I'm positive I've never kept lips, feeling
for a second I can change how things are
to how they used to be, which I was never sure of
anyway, like the future, by the time it gets here,
is the past, which means I was young once
but missed it because my head was turned
to a bird that was so red I disappeared
into the emotion of how red it was.
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A RECORD OF EVENTS EXACTLY AS THEY OCCURRED
The head I scratched at 5:30 was not my head.
That's how I felt in bed — that the top part of me
wasn't me, or the skin, or the hand touching the skin
wasn't mine or was my hand from another time,
like from the day before or tenth grade shop class.
I made a cutting board, as every boy
made a cutting board and candlestick holder.
Some made gun racks but I was not among those
who made gun racks so their guns could hang on walls,
waiting for the werewolf to come.
I stayed in bed awhile, wondering who I was
and why no one has thought to build a home
in the mega-super-colossus hardware store
from all the stuff they have
in the mega-super-colossus hardware store,
because you could, I think, build a home
and raise a family and go to church
in the church you might build out of what's left
when your home is done. By now
my head was back to feeling like it was my head.
I was missing the other head, the one that visited
very briefly, as I think angels must visit
very briefly, if at all. I've never believed in angels,
which is the attraction of the other head.
Maybe it did believe in angels,
and if you'd taken a picture of me at 5:30
in the morning and I didn't shoot you
for showing up in my bedroom, which I couldn't have
because I never built and shellacked that gun rack,
it would be a picture of a tired man
who believes in angels. In all the pictures of me,
there is not one tired man who believes in angels.
Maybe that was peace of mind at 5:30
and I didn't know it, how would someone
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who has never known peace of mind
recognize peace of mind if it showed up
at 5:30 in the morning and purred? That's what I imagine
peace of mind doing — purring, licking itself.
What else would you want to lick
if you were peace of mind but peace of mind? Not
dread, certainly. I'm sorry, dread,
that no one wants to lick you. Probably the next time
I'm asked, have you ever had an out-of-body experience.
I'll take my right hand from whatever it's doing
and wave it side to side in that way we do
to say "sort of." That question, have you ever had
an out-of-body experience, suggests a quiet party,
the kind where intimacy wanders around,
people clumping and unclumping in small groups
in the kitchen and on the stairs, when a woman
in a long skirt says excuse me and goes up to pee
and look in the medicine cabinet, where she finds
a bottle of pills that reveals something
she shouldn't know, and there she is, coming back down,
her face busted wide with knowing it.
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Michael Teig
WHERE I COME FROM
They drink to your health how many
times you tire of counting,
to your afterglow, pilgrim, your cinders,
your infinite blinks unsalted.
One horizon an applause of poolballs;
one a little gap to mind.
The late fall fires bank into
the outreaches. It rains slogans.
It rains ducks. It's raining
strangers of the normal size.
Here's to the frogs
blistering the roadface.
A girl walks the street calling Samuel
and all the Samuels surrender.
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Tomas Transtromer
APRIL AND SILENCE
Spring lies deserted.
The velvet-dark ditch
crawls by my side
without reflections.
All that shines
are yellow flowers.
I'm carried in my shadow
like a violin
in its black case.
The only thing I want to say
gleams out of reach
like the silver
in a pawnshop.
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SILENCE
Walk by, they are buried...
A cloud floats over the sun's disc.
Starvation is a tall building
moving in the night
in the bedroom an elevator's dark shaft
opens toward the interior.
Flowers in the ditch. Fanfare and silence.
Walk by, they are buried...
The silverware survives in large schools
at the depths where the Atlantic is black.
translated by Michael McGriff and Mikaela Grassl
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Jean Valentine
MARIA GRAVIDA
Then the gold mother began her touching me
With her long brown face & hands
She tickled me & told me I was beautiful
She held me in the ikon & we gazed
We had a pretty goldfinch
Love was strong as death
Blue immortality

death

salvation

Peacocks walked by

Finches played in black branches

Souls around the cross

It was death in life

Our gold earth gravida
Not a casket but a darkroom for our love
The herma wrought of silver, gilded in fire
Gold mother around me inside me gravida
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THE ROSE
a labyrinth,
as if at its center,
god would be there —
but at the center, only rose,
where rose came from,
where rose grows —
& us, inside of the lips & lips:
the likenesses, the eyes, & the hair,
we are born of,
fed by, & marry with,
only flesh itself, only its passage
— out of where?

to where?

Then god the mother said to Jim, in a dream. Never mind you, Jim,
come rest again on the country porch of my knees.
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MIROSLAV HOLUB AND THE POETICS OF IMPURITY
Miroslav Holub, Poems Before and After: Collected English

Translations, New Expanded Edition (Bloodaxe, 2006)
The newly issued Holub collection from Bloodaxe, a signifi¬
cant expansion of their original 1990 volume, while mainly avail¬
able and of interest in England, should give American readers an
opportunity to reflect on what Holub has meant to us and what
we lost when he died so suddenly in 1998. Having been Holub's
primary English-language translator during the eighties and
nineties, I am certainly no disinterested reviewer. I was also his
publisher, and wish, of course, to continue to interest readers in
his books. But I am mainly intent here on recovering what this
poet meant to us, and in establishing the importance of his con¬
tinuing presence.
Holub seems to be slipping over our horizon, along with the
unique poetics he offers. The death of a poet is often followed by
an obscurity and then an eventual rebirth of interest. Perhaps
now, eight or nine years on, as the British are rediscovering
Holub, we can begin to do that too. I think American readers
should want to consult (and own, if they don't) the comprehen¬
sive volume Intensive Care, a generous selection from the whole
corpus that the poet himself chose and then ordered.1 It is the¬
matic rather than chronological. But they will find this new
Bloodaxe collection fascinating as well. It is chronological and,
with its 437 pages, a bargain at £12.2

'Oberlin College Press (1996). The other Holub volumes from this press in¬
clude Sagittal Section (1980); Interferon, or On Theatre (1982); and Vanishing
Lung Syndrome (1990). The latter two are still in print. Also still available: the
collection of essays Shedding Life: Disease, Politics, and Other Human Conditions
(Milkweed Press, 1997).
“Throughout this essay, references to Poems Before & After refer to the expand¬
ed edition of 2006.
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One of the reasons for a diminished interest in Holub may
stem from the fact that Cold War politics, now displaced, first
brought him to our attention, Like other writers behind the Iron
Curtain, he was a figure of sympathetic interest, in part for his
struggle to keep a writer's career and integrity intact under ex¬
tremely difficult circumstances. Like Milan Kundera and Vaclav
Havel, he was something of a hero to writers and readers in the
West through the last four decades of the century.
Science also played a large part in the interest that sur¬
rounded Holub when I first came to know him. Here was a poet
who was not only a distinguished immunologist (and it might be
noted that practicing science in Soviet-dominated countries was
often as problematic as practicing literature), but who was not
afraid to include scientific facts, perspectives, and ideas in his
poems, as if art and science were continuous with each other in a
way that most of us had not previously grasped. Holub was a
powerful apologist for scientific method and for the identity and
integrity of the international scientific community. Science, he
felt, is the one human activity that has self-correction built into it
as an integral part of its methodology. He wanted literature to
live by the same values.
Holub also knew, from his own experience, that the imagina¬
tive dimension of the human mind, the figurative function that
could make the leap of analogy, had been crucial to scientific dis¬
coveries and scientific thinking for centuries. He clarified the role
of metaphor in science, one might say, as well as the role of fact
and induction in literature.
The response to totalitarianism and the commitment to sci¬
ence are of course still relevant to any considered admiration of
Holub, but I want to try and look beyond them in this essay, to
what I have begun to recognize as a poetics that encompasses
both the politics and the science connection. I would argue that
Holub's work is powerful and distinctive, a model for the rest of
us, because he connected himself to the idea of an artistic practice
that was deliberately and consistently impure — messy, transient,
refusing any and all codifications. It is a view of art as the last
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defense against the constraints of the social order and the de¬
mands of the utilitarian and the genteel. It had a powerful ex¬
pression through the Dada movement, but it also reaches back
into the nineteenth century, into the explorations of various nay¬
sayers like Baudelaire and Nietzsche and Lautreamont. It attacks
the communal imperative that reached its nadir in fascism and
communism, but it also specifically undermines, when applied to
lyric poetry, the idea that poems are best when they feel com¬
plete, self-contained, even perhaps immutable. It would preclude
any schools or easy labels, even perhaps the one I am haphazard¬
ly fashioning by this description.
There's a paradox here. Art's independence was a major
tenet of modernism. Perhaps the idea of poetic purity was a nec¬
essary corollary to the Symbolist resistance to all other systems
and their subjections. But purity — as well as the phenomenon
that Roberto Calasso has called absolute literature — has its dan¬
gers, and Holub's poetics vigorously resists purity and the inde¬
pendence of absolutism. This is why it can intersect with scientif¬
ic method, where truth is perennially subject to revision, as new
proofs and new evidence come in.
Such a poetics welcomes unpredictability. It knows how to
invoke a corrosive irony from which the poet and poem are also
unprotected, and in general it cultivates a refusal of categories,
prizes, schools, and honors. At heart it is anarchic, and it stands
outside any and all systems that would totalize knowledge. It
sometimes appears almost to sulk and refuse to join whatever is
official and celebrated. This spirit, this response, comes and goes
in many poets and many poems. For Holub, I believe, it was an
essential and precious perspective that helped him through all
kinds of tribulations and temptations.
Holub used to remark to me that some event was "a very po¬
etic situation." He said that about trivial things and he said it
about large geopolitical concussions. He used it when something
unpredictable had occurred, when two or more things that made
no sense together had gotten thoroughly mixed and confounded.
And he said it with an appreciation, I think, even a genuine
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relish, for what was beyond our control. He was certainly not the
kind of scientist who envisions eventual human omnipotence.
There was too much that could not be explained or constrained,
and that insight held true for history, for human endeavors of all
kinds, and also for the realm of artistic expression.
I believe I can demonstrate some of the characteristics of
Holub's poetics by exploring four of his poems about childhood.
This will not take us away from politics or science, but it will
move them aside somewhat, to make room for a universal human
experience where impurity can be recognized and celebrated.
Take the following early Holub poem as a first example:
NAPOLEON
Children, when was
Napoleon Bonaparte born,
asks teacher.
A thousand years ago, the children say.
A hundred years ago, the children say.
Last year, the children say.
No one knows.
Children, what did
Napoleon Bonaparte do,
asks teacher.
Won a war, the children say.
Lost a war, the children say.
No one knows.
Our butcher had a dog
called Napoleon,
says Frantisek.
The butcher used to beat him and the dog died
of hunger
a year ago.
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And all the children are now sorry
for Napoleon.

translated by Ian and Jarmila Milner3
Here is a classroom, where learning is supposed to be taking
place, where history is supposed to be making sense of things.
And here is a celebration of the undermining of that process, a
de-learning event, a dissolving of structure and purpose. It's
"safe" for adult readers because it involves children, and we can
differentiate ourselves from their innocent confusion. But at heart
it is deeply subversive of what's official, structured, and coher¬
ent. A dog takes the place of a dictator, and we are none the worse
for that switch. You can see why such poems, even though there
was no overt politics in them, made the apparatchiks uneasy. The
anecdote is so simple and so plainly presented that it is hard to
claim that it hides or expresses deeper truths. We smile and pass
on, or we pause and reflect; the poem seems willing to leave such
options entirely open.
That poem is early Holub, part of a burst of writing he did in
the late fifties and early sixties. It comes from Achilles a Zelva

(Achilles and the Tortoise), of 1960. In the 1961 volume, Jdi A Otevri
Dvere (Go and Open the Door) he visited the classroom again, this
time more darkly:
TEACHER
The earth is turning,
says the pupil.
No, the earth is turning,
says the teacher.
Thy leaf has perish'd in the green,
says the pupil.

' Intensive Care, p. 22; Poems Before & After, p. 34.
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No, Thy leaf has perish'd in the green,
says the teacher.
Two and two is four,
says the pupil.
Two and two is four,
the teacher corrects him.
Because the teacher knows better.

translated by Stuart Friebert and Dana HdbovaA
This can be read as an allegory of Soviet idiocy, of course, but it
has wider implications as well. The teacher has nothing but the
authority of his position to give him the right to contradict what
he is in fact reaffirming. No learning is going on, just the simple
assertion of power, making nonsense of the idea of knowledge.
The grave and uncomplicated irony is appropriate both to the
world of childhood and to the most sophisticated human artistic
expressions.
The same spirit is operating in this poem from Syndrom Mizejici

PHce (Vanishing Lung Syndrome), thirty years later:
SPACETIME
When I grow up and you get small,
then —
(In Kaluza's theory the fifth dimension
is represented as a circle
associated with every point
in spacetime)

'Intensive Care, p. 80. The poem also appears in Poems Before and After, in a ver¬
sion by Ewald Osers, p. 67.
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— then when I die. I'll never be alive again?
Never.
Never never?
Never never.
Yes, but never never never?
No . . . not never never never,
just never never.
So we made
a small family contribution
to the quantum problem of eleven-dimensional super¬
gravity.

translated by David Young and Dana HabovcY
This little conversation, perhaps at the family dinner table,
matches the child's struggle to understand death (and spacetime,
though he doesn't know that) with the scientist's work at the
outer limits of what human knowledge can grasp and make co¬
herent. The child assumes that adults shrink in concomitance to
the child's growth, a "mistake" that is also "a poetic situation,"
acknowledging an uncomfortable human truth. That insight pro¬
vokes in the responding adult the thought of a nearly ungraspable image, that of the fifth dimension circle associated with
every point of spacetime. It recalls the mystical definition of God
as a circle whose center is everywhere. Once such a concept is in
place, linear time begins to recoil and recede, both as a perception
and as a truth.
As the "nevers" pile up, the adult can introduce the distinc¬
tion between two of them and three of them. And the poem ends
with the even more bewildering concept of "eleven-dimensional
supergravity." If I once understood this, it has escaped by now,
and Holub is no longer around to explain it to me. But I do see

5Intensive Care, p. 205; Poems Before & After, p. 323.
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how the poem's structure compares the work of science, especial¬
ly physics, in expressing the deepest mysteries of existence, with
the natural questioning of the child, faced with the difficult no¬
tion of our common mortality. We are in the vicinity of paradox
here, since to read the poem rightly we must both value scientif¬
ic knowledge and dismiss it. We must also see that the questions
are valuable, even as we suspect they have no full or final an¬
swers. Both the child and the adult are engaged in something si¬
multaneously worthwhile and worthless.
Holub probably would not like me to use the word "tender¬
ness" to characterize this moment, but I can't help feeling that
that is one of many emotions that are present. Holub did not like
to write personally or anecdotally in his poems, for the most part.
But I think this is the poet himself, talking with his son Dominic,
and the humanity of the moment enriches it for me, adding a do¬
mestic and slightly absurd dimension to the universality and in¬
tellectual reach, a dimension that is also itself "a small family
contribution," as the poem puts it. That Holub chose this to be the
concluding poem of Intensive Care suggests that he was particu¬
larly fond of it. It sums up a great deal of who and what he was.
And its lack of finality was of course exactly the point he wanted
to make by placing it in a final position.
I will conclude by examining one more poem, presumably
based on Holub's own childhood. It is from his last volume in En¬
glish, The Rampage (Faber, 1997), now absorbed into the expand¬
ed Bloodaxe volume:
MASTERPIECE
The only masterpiece
I ever created
was a picture of the moth Thysania agrippina
in pastel on gray paper.
Because I was never
much good at painting. The essence of art
is that we aren't very good at it.
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The moth Thysania agrippina
rose from the stiff gray paper
with outstretched, comb-like antennae,
with a plush bottom resembling the buttocks
of the pigwidgeons of Hieronymus Bosch,
with thin legs on a shrunken chest
like those on Brueghel's grotesque figures
in "Dulle Griet," it turned into Dulle Griet
with a bundle of pots and pans in her bony hand,
it turned into Bodhiddharma
with long sleeves,
it was Ying or Shade
and Yang or Light, Chwei or Darkness
and Ming or Glow, it had
the black color of water, the ochre color of earth,
the blue color of wood,
I was as proud of it as an Antwerp councilor
or the Tenth Patriarch from the Yellow River,
I sprinkled it with shellac, which is
the oath that painters swear on Goethe's Science of Colors,
and then the art teacher took it to his study
and I forgot all about it
the way Granny used to forget
her dentures in a glass.

translated by Dana Hdbovd and David Young6

"Intensive Care, p. 88-89; Poems Before & After, 399-400.
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This could be called a bravura performance, but not in the way
that a T. S. Eliot or an Ezra Pound would understand the term, for
it deprecates and erases itself as it goes, building up and deflat¬
ing the idea of the masterpiece simultaneously. To the boy (and
for the moment), the moth drawing felt like a masterpiece, and
even the art teacher seems to be somewhat impressed. But "the
essence of art / is that we aren't very good at it," and that is the
life lesson the poet wants to draw from recalling his childhood ef¬
fort. As he revisits the pastel drawing of the moth, he is able to
embroider effortlessly on its possibilities, as if validating both the
boy's imagination and his own. That ease and that range help
propose its status as a masterpiece. It partakes of artists like
Bosch and Breughel, it enters into the realms of Buddhism and
Taoism, and it appears to dance with the deepest meanings that
human beings have encountered and expressed. But all that is
momentary, part of the elation of the creative process, and never
to be confused with finality or perfection ("Never?" "No, never").
In the end it can only be compared to the dentures of a granny
who is slipping into dementia, leaving her teeth in the glass by
her bedside.
The ease with which Holub assembles and then dismantles
this poem is characteristic of the range and confidence of his late
style. He can luxuriate a bit more in the poetic moment than he
did in stricter early pieces like "Napoleon," confident now about
his ultimate values as an artist, sure of his starting and stopping
points. With those parameters established and the "essence of
art" demystified, there is room for playfulness, for inclusiveness.
How marvelous, for example, that we get not only Brueghel, but
Dulle Griet herself, rushing into battle with her armor of kitchen¬
ware. Or that thinking of Bosch will take us to a word as rare and
delightful as "pigwidgeons" (I have been trying without success
to recall which of the three of us found that word, in the transla¬
tion process, but I certainly remember our mutual delight in it).
Perhaps the poem, as we admire it, does become something of a
small masterpiece, exemplary of the best of Holub's art. But it
will never let us rest in that definition. It explodes the very idea
of masterpieces by the way it starts, finishes, and even proceeds.
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My four modest examples here hardly begin to display the
riches available to the reader, either in Poems Before & After or In¬

tensive Care. I think of favorites of my own, like "Crush Syn¬
drome," "Collision," "Heart Transplant," "My Mother Learns
Spanish," and of course the great long poem, "Interferon." If we
may not call these masterpieces, constrained by the aesthetic I
have outlined, we may at least speak of their richness and com¬
plexity, their utterly memorable bringing together of highly dis¬
parate events, details, and emotions.
Even as I articulate what I have to come to think of as
Holub's poetics of imperfection, I grow dubious: perhaps the
term is too grandiose, too fixed. My doubt is what Holub would
have wanted. That was why translating him was such a reward¬
ing process, an imperfect art addressing an art of imperfection.
And that is why A. Alvarez, back in 1967, closed his introduction
to the Miroslav Holub: Selected Poems in the Penguin Modern Eu¬
ropean Poets Series with Holub's own words from the poem
called "The Root of the Matter":
There is poetry in everything. That
is the biggest argument
against poetry.

translated by Ian Milner* * 8
David Young

if Holub liked the English we sometimes stumbled into together, he would
actually go back and change the Czech.
8Poems Before & After, 113-18.
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FOR BESTE OF BOON AND BLOOD
Robin Robertson, Swithering (Harcourt, 2006)
Robin Robertson, born in Scotland in 1955, is of the same
generation as Anne Carson, Henri Cole, Rita Dove, Jorie Graham,
Paul Muldoon, and Dean Young. Those poets had already estab¬
lished vanguard reputations by the time Robinson published his
first book, A Painted Field, in 1997. In the ten years since (a second
book. Slow Air, appeared in 2002), Robertson's work has attract¬
ed an eclectic group of champions on either side of the Atlantic,
from John Banville and Kazuo Ishiguro to W. S. Merwin and Billy
Collins. His new volume, Swithering, should make plain what his
advocates have implied: that Robertson deserves mention with
any of the above.
Some of the poets of this generation are responsible for a
tone — even, perhaps, a "period style" — that James Longenbach
has recently described as "flighty, quirky, funny, elliptical [ . . .]
— call them Experimental Lite." Successful as it is in their hands,
the style — like Confessionalism or Deep Image in their primes
— becomes diluted when used by less proficient practitioners. So
it is particularly refreshing to encounter a poet who lingers with
the body instead of the intellect, the earthy instead of the ethere¬
al. It seems unlikely, for instance, that any of the above poets
would write a poem such as this, from Swithering:
MYTH
This morning, in bracken
beyond the east field,
I find the blown bulbs of sunset;
on the wet lawn,
after the snow,
the snowman's spine.
The poem allows a useful entry into Robertson's poetry. His work
concerns itself with remnants — of bodies, of myth and dreams —
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and might be said to attempt a response to Frost's question of "what
to make of a diminished thing." Like Frost, the beauty and terror in
nature remind Robertson of a lost whole: the past cannot be re¬
trieved, its many divergent paths cannot be rechosen. Instead, he
seeks the original shape where it is preserved by myth and memo¬
ry, and in language so visceral that we cannot forget the living body.
Robertson wades gluttonously into the gore of myth and na¬
ture, describing carnage with a vividness that approaches glee. In
"The Flaying of Marsyas," from A Painted Field, the poor singer is
"torn to steak and rind / ... by the boy Apollo, raptor, vivisector." Or, in "Entry," from the present volume, a buzzard drops
into a rabbit's corpse "like a slate into snow,"
throwing a fine mist of incarnation,
annunciation in the fletched field,
and she breaks in,
flips the latches
of the back, opens the red drawer
of his chest, ransacking the heart.
Even the difficult catechistic terms — words marooned in the
spiritual — are returned to their fleshbound roots. Many poems
in the current idiom would treat "incarnation" or "annunciation"
as the abstract notions they have become, perhaps giving them an
epistemological or ironic turn. Robertson wrenches these words
back into the body: "incarnation" is again enfleshment, a violent,
metaphysical process described as Donne would have under¬
stood it. The descending angel of "annunciation" — here, Robert¬
son's buzzard — would resemble Hopkins's windhover ("oh, air,
pride, plume, here / Buckle! and the fire that breaks from thee
then. . .") if it ventured toward the theological. For Robertson
there is no spiritual revelation. The flesh is its own end, the heart
nothing more than meat for the predator.
He has been, it seems, to the Ted Hughes School, and learned
his lessons well. But the differences are worth noting: the vio¬
lence and grist in Hughes is usually of the animal world. This is
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present in Robertson's poems (as in "Entry"), but so are cadaver¬
ous depictions of the human body. Robertson writes in "A Sea¬
gull Murmur" and "The Catch" of a defect of his own heart, and
eventual reparative surgery. Here is "The Catch" in full:
The tick you hear
is the heart-valve's catch,
holding back the wrong
traffic of blood;
this click is the notch in a run
of iron, and love is a ratchet
that slides only one way,
and cannot return.
A lesser poem might have pushed for sympathy here, turned the
heart-organ into the heart-metaphor. But Robertson describes his
own body as if surveying chattel: "Try to reconstruct me from the
heraldry of the flesh," he writes in "Manifest," "the thick blur of
scar tissue, shreds of clothing, / that burst vessel in the eye like a
twist in a marble. . . ."
In this respect his poems call to mind the brutal prose of Cormac McCarthy as much as they do any poet. But Robertson is
often more tender than either Hughes or McCarthy, and the jux¬
taposition balances his work, as in "What the Horses See at
Night": a poem in which "the mink's face / is already slippery
with yolk" ends with the horses hearing a vole "crying under the
alder, / our children / breathing slowly in their beds."
The sudden shift to the domestic, and the implication of
"our," unsettles by its abruptness as much as by its content. In
other instances this technique fails, as in "Cusp," which ends by
asking, "Is there anything / more heartbreaking than hope?" — a
question wrung unconvincingly from the preceding lines and left
to wilt in the surrounding white space. Other weaker poems,
such as "Trysts" and "Old Ways," seem incomplete or unrealized,
out of place in the rest of the volume.
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Such instances, thankfully, are rare. Robertson is appropri¬
ately at home in the domestic, particularly when he writes about
sex, dreams, and food. "Heel of Bread" is unapologetically sexu¬
al in a manner American male poets have for some time tended to
avoid, but the rush and pleasure give way to a sadness deeper
than post-coital tristesse:
The spatter of rain
at the window
sounds
like crackling flames;
the writhe and twist
as you
slit yourself on me,
riding my hand.
Rain
flails against the glass.
I have made
a litter of my life.
No news, no
new descent;

It's over, you said,
this is the last time.
I consider
the wine-stains,
the obligatory
heel of bread.
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The food poems also tend to be couched in sexual sugges¬
tion, as in "Asparagus": "In a slather and slide, butter / floods at
the bulb-head." The pleasures of consumption and of consumma¬
tion border each other, and blur.
"Asparagus" and its kith are lovely descriptive poems, while
the dream-poems provide a more ominous, disturbing picture, as
in "Ghost of a Garden." Other people's dreams usually read like
jokes without punchlines, but Robertson's seem to ask little in the
way of interpretation. He is wise, instead, to let the dream-im¬
ages themselves do the work:
The courtyard walls are full of holes the swallows
try to sew, in and out of them like open doors.
In the corner of the shed my father is weeping
and I cannot help him because he is dead.
Here he becomes Aeneas visiting his father in the underworld of
dreams. As in Virgil's epic, the shade cannot satisfy the living nor
vice versa. Robertson, invested as he is in the body, seems to dis¬
appear (and the poem with it) upon encountering the wraith, as
if confounded without a corpus to describe.
The ache for the dead father is palpable, but not nearly so
moving as the anticipatory hurt in "Donegal." In its entirety:
Ardent on the beach at Rossnowlagh
on the last day of summer,
you ran through the shallows
throwing off shoes, and shirt and towel
like the seasons, the city's years,
all caught in my arms
as I ploughed on behind you, guardian still
of dry clothes, of this little heart
not quite thirteen,
breasting the waves
and calling back to me
to join you, swimming in the Atlantic
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on the last day of summer.
I saw a man in the shallows
with his hands full of clothes, full of
all the years,
and his daughter going
where he knew he could not follow.
"Donegal" brings together Robinson's obsessions, from the body
of the daughter "breasting the waves" to the father grasping at
discarded clothing, trying to keep their order. Unable to do so, of
course, he must settle for this tenuous pleasure, as we must settle
for the order of the poem and its own brief pleasures. These come
against the grain of our moment, and are all the more notable for
the friction. Written by a different poet, this poem might require
an ironic detachment, or perhaps beg a more dramatic flourish.
Robinson refuses either, leaving only the tatters of the scene. But
in the hands of such an extraordinary poet, those diminished
things seem restored into objects of wonder.

Dave Lucas
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ALTARWISE, ASLANT
Joan Houlihan, The Mending Worm (New Issues Poetry & Prose,

2006)
The first poet whose work I read in depth was Dylan
Thomas; I spent many young hours puzzling over the "Altarwise
by Owl-Light" sequence. That influence has given me a life-long
love of words "bashing on regardless," as J. P Donleavy's Rashers
would say, or swooping or sailing or galloping on regardless,
with their meaning hanging on for dear life.
The Mending Worm, Joan Houlihan's second book and winner
of the Green Rose award, often makes me think of Thomas be¬
cause her poems foreground language and its textures. Many
lines take the reader by the ears first, and then the mind. The first
poem in the book, "Squall Line," describes a coming storm:
The smell is nickel. I long to replenish,
lean out like a dog, mouth sprung, tongue
loose, lapping the mineral air
because I must.
And assuming there are pelicans in Wales, this quote could be
Thomas, with its blue joy and accuracy: "Along the brothy shore
we ran, / large in the pelican's eye" (from "Entering the Fourth
Head"). And this: "deeper down, sea cows browse" ("One Cup").
Re-reading, I sometimes thought of Emily Dickinson, too, and her
slant truths. I'll bet ED would have liked these Houlihan lines
and the placement of the stanza break: "I am a wreckage //of

light."
Another way this poet puts pressure on her language is with
the crafty use of juxtaposition, as in these lines from "In Cancer" —
Stung then by peonies'
heft and lush waste
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bent-headed
I hid from the day.
— in which deft suppression of commas allows "bent-headed" to
modify both the speaker and the peonies. Allows, in fact, the two
beings to merge briefly. Such a move is related to this poet's agili¬
ty with tropes, evident on every page. Consider these lines from
"Recovering Mother":
Marooned, autumnal, I think of your hands,
when women were linen and church,
when gloved and scented from a private drawer,
they folded, public and still.
The images of the last three lines are expressed in the fewest
words possible and thus made essential, the way a virus is just
DNA in a raincoat. Houlihan moves quickly — hang on.
Sometimes the language gets downright ferocious, with a
regular, emphatic meter. "Nothing Else but You" echoes Plath's
"Daddy" with a vengeance. Addressed to a woman, the poem be¬
gins with this: "With your trail of powder and devil shoes . . .
you're doom on a cracker with a dark red brew." Later lines call
her
Nothing but a lightning
bite. You've got wit, grit, and a tail to be lit —
the blade, the heel, and the screw.
Nothing else but you will do.
Throughout the book, the tone is often sad. One poem is
called "Self-Scornings"; "In Cancer" contains the lines "the iris
rises from sword- / shaped leaves, its veiny sac / a purse of
grief." The image not only dresses the flower in clothes of grief
instead of conventional beauty, it also (with "purse") suggests
that the grief will be long-standing, doled out coin by coin.
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"Veiny," of course, lightly suggests the human body in double ex¬
posure with the floral one. The final stanza of "Mock Owls" in¬
fuses melancholia with courage as it presents a speaker making
the best of things, reconciled to the inevitable slide into darkness:
Made of distances now, I want less
and move with the stagger of something
dying down the day's green halls.
Wanting what's left.
The sorrowful tone, however, is not unrelieved, and I wouldn't
call The Mending Worm a dark book. There's too much passion
and light in the language, too much care for the world in the pre¬
cision of the imagery. Some poems take love as their subject, in¬
cluding the sensual, startling "Preparing Migration," a conceit
with a jack-in-the-box ending, and "Conversion," which declares
"No place / for my mouth except on yours ... I belonged to none
but you." In "And Everywhere Offering Human Sound" the
speaker affectionately addresses a "not-quite-gone-yet" child as
"my semiprecious."
Another poem, "Turn of a Year" moves in a trajectory that
begins with "regret: or a ferret. Snuffling, / stunted, a snout full
of snow," then proceeds to "an unstable contrition," and ends
with a question and answer that create one of the most positive
moments in the book: "Why does the maker keep me awake? /
He must want my oddments, their glow." While there are quite a
few words with religious connotations ("altar," "god," "saint,"
"worship") in the lexicon of the book, the ending of "Turn of a
Year" provides the only direct reference to a "maker," and also to
the poems themselves, the speaker's light-giving "oddments."
Writing about writing is a tough subject — it can easily be too ob¬
vious or self-centered, deflecting the reader's interest. "Turn of a
Year" avoids the pitfalls, partly with language as graceful as a cat
(or perhaps a ferret) and so "slant" that the reader is fully en¬
gaged. Oh, yes, meaning is part of this poem's success, too — the
speaker is unassuming. "I will make my peace as a low bulb //
burnt into a dent of snow."
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A touch of wry, Berryman-like humor leavens "Unrelenting."
Here's the first stanza:
If by succeeding you mean doing things right,
and exactly, then it has no future.
Ash blows from us madly and without cause.
To keep things the same, where do you stop
to worship and repair? It is natural to decline. I decline.
It's probably clear by now that the poems in this book have
a wide range of tones and effects, and that the overall impression
is one of experience, of a life being intensely lived. The voice is a
savvy guide through the thickets and meadows of language and
the "impossible travel" of a life. And although none of the pas¬
sages I have quoted so far is narrative, Houlihan handles that
mode with her signature skill and flair. Her description of ado¬
lescence in "Stuffed with Dark Cotton" is a hilarious rush of im¬
agery:
Engine waste, the heat of youth,
keeps blowing in my face.
I'm dying to get through life
when in walks Aunty Grimell,
all pinking shears and failed teeth.
One look at her and my hair starts
grabbing out by the fistful. Get out

and meet people, she says.
So I join a freak stampede
hung all over with shredded
flags and gallop with the roans
and sorrows until the law cuffs me blind
and shows me the hole.
'Shredded flags" suggest that the second stanza is set in the six¬
ties, and the speaker's rapid-fire recap brings the decade, with its
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frenzied jov and disorganization, to the page. Surely Auntie
GrimelTs name was invented in the interests of the poem? If not,
it's a stroke of serendipity.
I see I haven't yet quoted any poem in its entirety, a defi¬
ciency I'll remedy right now:
WHY WE NEED MASKS
To be god-ridden and demon-worthy, driven
to stagger, dance-drag under moon's bad
eye, rolled in motions of passing shades;
to revel in hungry otherness, tappings and hoots,
to back out of doors and run spinning; to set false fire,
laugh on birded lawns where all rise up, strung
invisible, little hung breaths. This too:
to be homely and hand-made, frost-spangled
and dotted with crimson, an hourglass spider
wobbly with poison, ready to dart.
For telling.
For incandescence.
For an honest noise in the dark.
"An honest noise in the dark" could be a metaphor for The Mend¬
ing Worm itself, with its original, energetic language that con¬
fronts various shades of darkness and captures the oddness of
being alive. The voice, in the end, is one of experience and at least
a measure of hope. "Altarwise" contains two words: I look for¬
ward to the wisdom, as well as the linguistic fireworks, of more
poems from Joan Houlihan.
Pamela Alexander
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WHAT MATTERS MOST
Czeslaw Milosz, Selected Poems: 1931-2004 (Ecco/HarperCollins, 2006)
Czeslaw Milosz took a long, thoughtful pause midway
through a reading he gave in December 1975 at the Guggenheim.
The audience rustled their programs and shifted in their seats.
Perhaps it was the prodding irony of a line from the poem he had
just read that prompted him to stop for a moment. "People there¬
fore preserve silent integrity," he recited from "Ars Poetica?,"
"thus earning the respect of their relatives and neighbors." Or per¬
haps he was simply gathering his thoughts to announce the end of
a long and, certainly in his eyes, far from respectful silence.
During the two decades since Milosz's defection from Sovi¬
et-occupied Poland in 1951, the Communist authorities had en¬
forced a ban on the publication of his work throughout the coun¬
try. This official silence was "preserved" out of fear that the
young poet's renegade, iconoclastic stance against the communist
regime would upset the political balance. And as his stringently
moving, anti-communist memoir The Captive Mind has continued
to demonstrate since its publication in Paris and New York in
1953, they had good reason. Now, however, instead of preserving
silence, integrity was about to break it. "By the way," Milosz
began, as if an afterthought or aphorism were to follow, "now
they are going to publish my poems in Poland."
Had it been just five years later — after he had been awarded
the Nobel Prize in 1980 and after the clear-sighted intelligence, grace,
and accessibility of his style had begun to gain him international
renown — no doubt such an announcement would have received the
stirring applause it deserved. In 1975, however, it was greeted by an
embarrassingly unknowing silence. It's hardly a surprise that two
years later, in his Blakean memoir The Land of Ulro (Paris, 1977), a
poet of such abstraction, philosophical breadth, and seeming univer¬
sality as Milosz should admit to an enduring "obsession" with si¬
lence and then confess: "I do not believe in the possibility of com¬
muning outside a shared language, a shared history" (To Begin 8).
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Now two years after his death at the age of ninety-three, we
can once again celebrate his refusal to allow this skepticism to
prevent his work from reaching beyond its original language. The
new, sleekly-bound Selected Poems: 1931-2004, as sparing a selec¬
tion as it may be, is yet another testament to the bounty of this re¬
fusal and to a literary career whose intellectual scope, generic va¬
riety, and international attention has few rivals in the later
twentieth century.
By the time of his reading at the Guggenheim, Milosz's skep¬
ticism had matured and deepened with the weight of religious
conviction, but it had not always been so. As a law student in the
early '30s, he helped to found the left-wing literary group Zagary
("Brushwood," after the short-lived eponymous journal) and
modeled his caustic political lyrics on revolutionary Russian po¬
etry. Out of political estrangement and social animosity, then,
came his conviction of the mind's essential isolation from other
minds. "The age of homelessness had dawned," he would later
declare (Anders 51). And it's the same sense of alienation and
homelessness — writ large across a metaphysical field — that
eventually led to his belief in man's estrangement from the order
of nature; in the warring forces of historical necessity and mean¬
inglessness; and in the spiritual corruption of the contemporary
world. The early stirrings of these fundamentally Romantic views
prompted (and were doubtless nurtured by) his involvement
with the "catastrophist" school, a Marxist-inspired group that
foretold the inevitable destruction of contemporary value and be¬
lief systems. Though he soon abandoned Marxism and historical
determinism for metaphysics and philosophical paradox, his
thought never shook off the hobgoblin of historical determinism,
or in his eyes, the sense of grave, irreversible historical momen¬
tum hurling us toward the end-times.
As is the case with the 1988 Collected Poems and the splendid
New and Collected Poems: 1931-2001, the new Ecco Press edition
preserves little of Milosz's work before his magisterial coming-ofage volume. Rescue (1945). There, however, against the unpromis¬
ing backdrop of determinism and catastrophe, we find "En¬
counter," one of his most well-known and beloved early lyrics:
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We were riding through the frozen fields in a wagon at dawn.
A red wing rose in the darkness.
And suddenly a hare ran across the road.
One of us pointed to it with his hand.
That was long ago. Today neither of them is alive.
Not the hare, nor the man who made the gesture.
O my love, where are they, where are they going,
The flash of a hand, streak of movement, rustle of pebbles.
I ask not out of sorrow, but in wonder. (9)
This crystalline lyric (a deft variation on the classical ubi sunt
theme) has been so frequently anthologized, I believe, for all of the
wrong reasons, not least of which is its apparent debt to an imagist poetics fundamentally opposed to Milosz's convictions about
the purpose and scope of poetry. Pebbles rustling under the
wagon, petals slipping from a black bough: modernists like Pound
taught us how to understand these images as flashes of imagina¬
tive and emotional intensity, preserving a moment that would oth¬
erwise slip into oblivion. But for Milosz, they are only resting
points, incomplete "gestures" on the way to that final line, whose
simplicity and studied innocence strike a note uniquely his own.
Unlike in the high modernist poem, these images do not mit¬
igate against the passing of time but rather intensify it, rushing
us along much as the deceptive thrush does in Eliot's late, dis¬
tinctly non-imagist Four Quartets: "Go, go, go, said the bird:
human kind / Cannot bear very much reality." As lyric gestures,
they are subordinated to the emotion of the conclusion, which
comes to rest somewhere between childlike naivete and the won¬
der that lies at the origins of philosophical thought. In that single
line, two alternate and opposing modes of responding to loss —
reverting to unthinking innocence or reaching for intellectual
consolation — are sustained in an ambivalence that becomes one
of Milosz's signature strategies.
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Poems like "Encounter," "Campo dei Fiori," and "Statue of a
Couple" are Milosz's first attempts to develop a contemplative,
meditative verse form that will allow him to cultivate what he
calls the poet's "double vision": the faculty of observing simulta¬
neously from within, that is, the particular, and from above, the
universal (Nobel Lecture). As he would quickly learn, such a strat¬
egy involves a sacrifice that not every poet is willing to make. It
requires that the imagination — so often enamored with the
ephemeral, the immediate, and the "savagely individualistic" —
never wholly succumb to the temptations of the present tense,
that it constantly look both at and beyond its object of attention,
measuring the intimate against the impersonal, or the joyous
against the tragic (Nobel Banquet). His quiet, understated lyric se¬
quence, "The World" (also in Rescue) is perhaps the most famous
and most accomplished of this sort. Written near the end of
WWII, the twenty carefully serene sketches of scenes from his
childhood — pastoral vistas of Lithuania, memories of his fa¬
ther's wizard-like incantations and of his mother's heroic shad¬
ow battling with her child's nightmares — are delicately poised
just at the brink of post-war Europe. Each trembles under the
weight of an oncoming tragedy: orchids burst with "poisonous
fire," "treacherous chasms" open just before us, and the "hot
breath of the terrible beast" seethes just over our shoulder (53).
The cloistered beauty of "The World" is one that sees itself al¬
ready vanished, "snatched up," in Milosz's words, "by the hands
of thieves" (49). The ink of these poems comes from the same
"rural pen" with which William Blake's piper composes the Songs
of Innocence, staining the clear water as his child-like muse van¬
ishes in a haunting fit of laughter.
Rescue concludes, however (as Milosz always does), not with
Blake's piper but with the voice of experience, the aged Bard
who "Present, Past & Future sees" and for whom the injustice of
suffering always outweighs the celebration of innocence. Here
are the first and last stanzas of a poem that has been rightly
compared to Yeats's "Easter, 1916," the masterful and evocative
"Dedication":
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You whom I could not save
Listen to me.
Try to understand this simple speech as I would be ashamed
of another.
I swear, there is in me no wizardry of words.
I speak to you with silence like a cloud or a tree.
They used to pour millet on graves or poppy seeds
To feed the dead who would come disguised as birds
I put this book here for you, who once lived
So that you should visit us no more. (39)
This is one of Milosz's most moving lyrics in the elegiac mode,
one which casts a colder eye by remaining at once within ("Here
is a broken city," he says midway through) and above ("with si¬
lence like a cloud") its purview of vision. In his grief, the speak¬
er calls upon the shades of the dead only to scatter them with a
tone at once tender and prophetic, one whose pathos reaches back
to the epics of antiquity. The dedication to simplicity; the com¬
mitment to social, collective memory; and a reverence for the si¬
lence and intractability of the natural world: these are character¬
istic tones of the poetic voice that Milosz had developed by the
time he left Poland and his native Lithuania behind.
In 1951 he defected to France, where he lived and wrote as an
exile in Paris for ten years before taking a position as Professor of
Slavic Languages at the University of California, Berkeley. In a
penetrating early essay on his work, long-time friend and co¬
translator Robert Haas suggests that Milosz hadn't found his true
metier until the transitional period between Paris and Berkeley,
when he began to translate Simone Weil into Polish. "Contradic¬
tion is a lever of transcendence," Weil writes (Haas 143). And her
love of tension and contradiction gave Milosz license to confront
what was increasingly becoming the sole focus of his creative en¬
ergies — the injustice and suffering of modern European history,
and the exilic imagination's sleepless memory of it — without re¬
ducing it to a single paradigm, whether Marxist materialism or
Christian teleology.
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At Berkeley, Milosz's philosophical interests redoubled in in¬
tensity, but his probing questions into scholasticism and
Manichaeism led him simultaneously toward an even more trans¬
parent, discursive style, one aimed at casting aside the "wiz¬
ardry" of words yet reaching toward the transcendence of con¬
tradiction. "I have always aspired," he writes in "Ars Poetica?,"
"to a more spacious form / that would be free from the claims of
poetry or prose / and would let us understand each other with¬
out exposing / the author or reader to sublime agonies" (88). He
finds this form in long, meditative sequences like "From the Ris¬
ing of the Sun" and "With Trumpet and Zithers," but also in brief,
distilled lyrics that revolve around a single metaphor:
SECRETARIES
I am no more than a secretary of the invisible thing
That is dictated to me and a few others.
Secretaries, mutually unknown, we walk the earth
Without much comprehension. Beginning a phrase in the
middle
Or ending it with a comma. And how it all looks when
completed
It is not up to us to inquire, we won't read it anyway. (141)
Here Milosz conjures the spirits of his visionary predecessors —
Swedenborg, Blake, and Yeats all believed their work to be tran¬
scriptions of a higher, invisible world — but refuses to follow
them to their Romantic heights. The resignation of that final line,
however, seems unnecessary, since he has already transformed the
ecstatic, romanticized prophet into the sober, wandering scribe by
the time it appears. This sort of shoulder-shrugging is an unap¬
pealing but thankfully rare phenomenon in Milosz's later verse as
well. Like Zbigniew Herbert, another Polish master of subtlety
and precision (whose irony, though, never descends to levity or
caprice), Milosz chooses the sober classicism of the moderns over
the epiphanies of romanticism. He prefers to hover with Horace's
honey-bees rather than to soar with Pindar's eagles.
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And yet in the context of his other work, even "Secretaries"
does not escape Milosz's penchant for contradiction. He may be a
custodian of the invisible, but he is also a sensitive purveyor of
the worldly, a votary of the tangible and particular, and a believ¬
er in the intrinsic value of the phenomenal world. One of the
poet's tasks, he writes in his 1980 Nobel lecture, is to "contem¬
plate Being" in the grand philosophical sense. But the other, no
less urgent charge is to engage and encounter the intimate details
and objects of mundane reality, that is, of reality in what he calls
"its naive and solemn meaning, a meaning having nothing to do
with philosophical debates" (Nobel Lecture). This is also the reali¬
ty of the senses, of the unquenchable love we bear for daily plea¬
sures and delights. "My Lord, I loved strawberry jam / And the
dark sweetness of a woman's body," he admits in "Confession":
"Also well-chilled vodka, herring in olive oil, / Scents, of cinna¬
mon, of cloves. / So what kind of prophet am I?" (196). If there is
one thing that Milosz's brand of classicism never fails to convey
— and upon this his many admirers in the "secret brotherhood"
of contemporary poets seem to agree — it is a sense of the humil¬
ity of the poetic vocation (Nobel Banquet). "How enduring, how
we need durability," he says in "At Dawn"; and it is Milosz's rev¬
erence for what is enduring, what does not slip through our fin¬
gers, that makes him such an impressive and foreign force among
contemporary poets.
While Theodore Adorno was admonishing a generation
against writing poetry after Auschwitz, who but Milosz could
peer toward the same atrocity and pronounce, without irony, that
"Human reason is beautiful and invincible," or that poetry is the
ally of "Philo-Sophia ... in the service of the good"? The poet
"saves austere and transparent phrases," he concludes with ur¬
gency and conviction reminiscent of Pound's diatribes, "From the
filthy discord of tortured words" (87). This may not initially seem
like humility, but it is humilitas in the ancient sense: the willing¬
ness to accept things in their proper places, to set human reason
above animal ecstasy, and reality (both visible and invisible)
above human reason. Against chaotic disorder and absolute ne¬
cessity alike — both forces that, he believes, humiliate and reduce
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the human spirit — Milosz puts the illuminated and illuminating
intelligence, "searching for meaning, grafted on darkness like a
noble shoot onto a wild tree" {To Begin 238).
He is not only a devotee of the illuminating intelligence,
however; his brief songs written by the light of the Romantic
moon can be delightful in their candor and simplicity, their
"wonder" in both of its senses.
WHEN THE MOON
When the moon rises and women in flower dresses are
strolling,
I am struck by their eyes, eyelashes, and the whole arrange¬
ment of the world.
It seems to me that from such a strong mutual attraction
The ultimate truth should issue at last. (85)
We could speculate about the presence of irony in this ex¬
quisite short poem, or trace its philosophy to the amorous meta¬
physics of Dante and the Italian Dolce stil novo. But something
about the relationship between the vast claims it makes ("ulti¬
mate truth" is a rare goal for the philosopher, much less for the
poet) and the stark simplicity with which it makes them is dis¬
arming and delightful in itself. Such a short leap it is, Milosz sug¬
gests, from the eyes of a beloved to the world reflected in them, a
world magnified and arranged not by the sun of the intellect but
the moon of desire.
While it often proved a dependable imaginative catalyst —
one that allowed him to recreate the tidal movements of epic in
the restricted reservoir of lyric — Milosz's engagement with the
inscrutable forces of history also proved, at times, a stubborn and
intractable obstacle. He learned from Aristotle and Aquinas that
no act is undertaken without an end in sight, that intention is but
the end in reverse. But for the scholastics, as he well knew, every
action finds its ultimate end in the beatific vision, in what we
would now call the joy of self-realization and fulfillment. For
Milosz, who preferred Augustine's intransigent dualism to other.
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less radical explanations of evil, the end toward which time races
is all too often destruction, violence, and unjustified suffering. He
never abandoned the implausible dualistic belief that violence
and suffering are the products of a malevolent deity in eternal
conflict with the Godhead, and this obstinate dualism makes for
a vision of injustice that often seems heavy-handed and over¬
bearing.
"To recognize the world as ordinary is beyond my strength/'
he says in the late book of fragments and aphorisms, Road-Side
Dog (1999): "Everything indicates that either it was created by the
devil or ... is the result of a primordial catastrophe" (Anders 51).
Milosz willfully backs away from the complexity of contradiction
here. He knows that there are other alternatives, more difficult
and more demanding explanations that have been crucial to the¬
ological debate for centuries, but he will not allow them to threat¬
en this particular long-held belief. Especially from so intellectu¬
ally

generous

a

poet,

such

uncharacteristic

reluctance

is

disappointing, and it forces us to entertain once again the famil¬
iar question that strong philosophical poets tend to provoke,
namely: can good poetry come from flawed ideas? Or alternately,
must a disagreeable idea vitiate an otherwise agreeable poem?
In the case of a poet like Milosz, who is so explicitly inter¬
ested in philosophical tension and contradiction, the answer de¬
pends upon the particular poem at hand, and whether it conjures
a speaker who thinks with the richness and complexity we expect
from him. When the surface fails to offer the illusion of depth,
both the idea and the poem have failed. Take for instance this
short poem from the early '80's:
THE CITY
The city exulted, all in flowers.
Soon it will end: a fashion, a phase, the epoch, life.
The terror and sweetness of a final dissolution.
Let the first bombs fall without delay. (187)
There's no emotional urgency to this voice; the stakes are set,
but the outcome has already been decided. In addition, we can-
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not help but sense here a dubious inevitability like that of
Thomas Hardy's novels, whose protagonists hurl curses at God
for the outrageous, tragic misfortunes that, in reality, their author
inflicted upon them with calm deliberation.
Milosz's least effective strategy is to reconstruct the perspec¬
tive of a time before the ravages of the war, or before those of So¬
viet occupation, and then to "foretell" the coming destruction as
if it were inevitable, a product of historical necessity and mo¬
mentum. This is a bit of disingenuous narrative sleight-of-hand,
and it sets the scenario for poems like his "Six Lectures in Verse":
How to tell it all? Referring to what chronicles?
Imagine a young man walking by a lake shore
On a hot afternoon. Dragonflies, diaphanous.
Over the rushes as always. But nothing of what's to come
Has yet arrived. Understand: nothing.
Bodies assigned for wounds, cities for destruction.
Pain of uncounted numbers, each pain one's own. (200)
It's not the painful recollection of a time before suffering that is
disturbing here. Milosz always admired Dante's Commedia and
would surely have recalled Francesca da Rimini's lament, in In¬
ferno V, that no suffering is so great as to recall happiness in times
of woe. Instead, it is the ineluctability, the unjust "assignation" of
pain, at which even the most skeptical of humanists must balk.
We are compelled to ask if such a vision really does "tell it
all"? Or if instead there lingers the suspicion that Milosz's unfor¬
giving dualism has eclipsed all that might mitigate against it, like
the banal choices of leaders, or the "uncounted" individual acts
of tenderness and heroism by those who refused to accept the
"assignation" of violence? There is a distance and abstraction
here that finds no counterweight in detail and proximity, a de¬
tachment that disappoints because it refuses to answer what
Milosz aptly names "the immense call of the Particular" (227). In
the work composed not long before his death (especially in the
brilliant This [2000] and his last volume, filled with sweetness
and light, A Second Space [2004]), Milosz himself returned to
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doubt this one-sidedness. Only in recapturing some of the
learned innocence of his earliest work can he see himself, after a
lifetime of dread and anticipation, "saved by his amazement,
eternal and divine" (CP 680).
In the eloquent introductory essay to the volume, "The Door
Stands Open" (originally printed in September 2004 in The New
Republic), Seamus Heaney suggests that Milosz's imagination
"was at once a garden — now a monastery garden, now a garden
of earthly delights — and a citadel," that is, that it preserved a
space for joy within a fortress built upon suffering and pain ("po¬
etry comes only from the pain," Milosz once observed [To Begin
309]). I suppose at times the bulwarks seem too high, the walls
too impenetrable, for me to believe that the garden still thrives
within. Joseph Brodsky, I believe, suffered from a similar afflic¬
tion, one which Zbigniew Herbert and Heaney himself, both of
whom were witness to similar historical violence, managed to
avoid.
Like other strong philosophical poets (Wallace Stevens, for
instance, or T. S. Eliot, whose The Waste Land he translated into
Polish), Milosz revisits only a handful of intellectual problems.
He is, however, a poet of seemingly infinite stylistic resources. He
is just as comfortable in the long, lavishly rhetorical lines of City
Without a Name (1969) as in the strict form and hermetic epigrams
of Hymn of the Pearl (1981). The blocks of discursive, Augustan
verse in New Poems: 1985-1987 seem to embody the sluggishness
of what he called that "tournament of hunchbacks, literature."
But they, in turn, cleared the way for a refined, slender lyricism
in Provinces (1991), which revels in "this velvety province of
goodness" (CP 522), the "warm touch of cheeks," and "sheepskin
overcoats / Belted with colorful wool" (CP 510): "Thus mankind
returns to its beloved pastimes . . . Taste and touch / Are dear to
it" (516). This is where Milosz, I believe, is most thoroughly at
home — where he continually rediscovered what mattered to him
as a poet, a political exile, and an international figure — some¬
where between the mysteries of philosophy and the familiar,
beloved intimacies of the everyday.
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You are for me now
The mystery of time
i.e., of a person
Changing and the same.
Who runs in the garden
Fragrant after the rain
With a ribbon in your hair
And lives in the beyond.
You see how I try
To reach with words
What matters most
And how I fail. (CP 537)
Anthony Cuda
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HERACLITEAN RHAPSODIES
Charles Wright, Scar Tissue (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2006)
The question "why is there something rather than nothing?"
is a question which many of us (particularly if we are theologians
or astrophysicists) find impossible to avoid. And it is a question
that many of us (especially if we are philosophers) find equally
impossible to answer. For many modern poets, and most insis¬
tently in the ruminative metaphysics of Charles Wright, both the
inescapability and impenetrability of the question converge in
one obsessively consuming preoccupation. What does it mean to
be — to take a place in the here and now — when it is true that we
have not always been, and when it is certain that our being will
come to an end? For Wright, these existential questions are not
distinct from the pressing aesthetic and ethical question of what
it means to be a poet, especially a poet entering the last decades
of his life, a poet for whom the past is now longer than the future.
It is one thing to be a writer, he suggests, but another thing en¬
tirely to contemplate the impending event when all that remains
of the writer is his writing. Wright knows that at some point he
will "become his admirers" and that then his words "will be
modified in the guts of the living," to quote Auden. But that does
not mean that in the meantime, his words — now as familiar to
the contemporary poetic landscape as the landscape surrounding
Charlottesville is to him — cannot be mulled over, shaped, and
smoothed in his own ruminative consciousness. In this powerful,
probingly retrospective book, Wright undertakes this task.
Among the facts of his world, among the features of its land¬
scape, so to speak, are the words and books he has already writ¬
ten. Of course, to speak something that has not already been spo¬
ken is the task that faces every poet; this has been true at least
since the psalmist enjoined his people to "Sing to the Lord a new
song." The task reserved for poets entering a late phase, however,
is to make some account of a literary past that includes not only
the writing of their predecessors but their own writing as well.
For a seventy-five-year-old Wallace Stevens, the body of his
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completed work struck him as a "Planet on the Table," an entire
world, of which his own poems had become, wondrously, a part.
It is an aspect of Wright's poetic temperament, and perhaps the
temperament of his time as well, to be unable to see a body of
work as a world, or even as a body. At best, it is a parcel that one
carries with one for a while, even in the face of the knowledge that
"there are no pockets in shrouds." The body and its shadow, the
poet and his poems, are at most provisionally and frailly soldered
together. What happened in life, the incidents of which our life was
made, stand apart, separate, as Wright puts it, "The idea of inci¬
dent like a box beside us on the Trailways seat" as we take the bus
to who knows where. This arresting line appears in the valedicto¬
ry poem "Appalachian Farewell." One learns something about
Scar Tissue, and about Wright's poetic imagination, upon realizing
that this farewell is in fact the poem that opens the book.
Sunset in Appalachia, bituminous bulwark
Against the western skydrop.
An Advent of gold and green, an Easter of ashes.
If night is our last address.
This is the place we moved from,
Backs on fire, our futures hard-edged and sure to arrive.
These are the towns our lives abandoned.
Wind in our faces,
The idea of incident like a box beside us on the Trailways
seat.
And where were we headed for?
The country of Narrative, that dark territory
Which spells out our stories in sentences, which gives them
an end and beginning...
Goddess of Bad Roads and Inclement Weather, take down
Our names, remember us in the drip
And thaw of the wintry mix, remember us when the light cools.
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Help us never to get above our raising, help us
To hold hard to what was there,
Orebank and Reedy Creek, Surgoinsville down the line.
Perhaps the reader acquainted with Wright's poetry feels,
reading this poem, something akin to what Wright feels when
he returns to Charlottesville: here we are, home again. The quality
of attention is deeply familiar to readers of Wright, the lightness
of touch with dark matters ("If night is our last address..."), the
easy way with uneasy combinations (Easter and ashes, Goddess
and wintry mix), and most of all, the tenacity of attention, the
unflagging verbal ingenuity constantly refreshing the landscape
("Appalachian sunset, bituminous bulwark / Against the west¬
ern skydrop"). This final imperative — to translate landscape
into words — is what makes the work unmistakably Wright's, as
though he has lived his entire poetic career under holy obliga¬
tion to render unto the landscape anything he can — even
everything he has — whether it is the arresting coinage of "skydrop," an improvisational prayer to an improvised goddess, or
even the debased currency of "strawberry Kool-Aid" and "Vase¬
line," both employed as field-expedients later in the book to de¬
scribe the sunlight. Here, however, one senses beneath the plea¬
sures of inventiveness the desire, less accustomed in Wright's
work, to let the landscape speak for itself, for the hard "what
was there" of "Orebank and Reedy Creek, Sugoinsville down
the line." The "what was there" is particularly telling, suggest¬
ing a new concern for narrative, and the fact that throughout
our lives, plans, impulses, accidents, desires, and mistakes
"harden" (to use Larkin's term) into fact, into what Lowell calls,
in his strongly audible antecedent poem "Epilogue," the obdu¬
rate "zvhat happened" of our lives viewed in retrospect. Every
jazz musician must know (and Wright, in his searching, impro¬
visational way suggests this) that in the end, all the unpre¬
dictable and inspired brilliances of their playing will one day
achieve permanent stasis in the archive, the "authorized discog¬
raphy," the boxed set. It is this tension, the tension between the
search which brings the poem into being and the factuality of
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the made poem (its status as "found object" for the reader) that
animates this volume. When Wright says that we are headed for
"The country of narrative, that dark territory / Which spells out
our stories in sentences, which gives them an end and begin¬
ning," he hints that we are headed out of poetry (the acts of
improvisation, of memory, of shaping and experimentation that
make the poem) toward someplace else, a place where all im¬
provisation comes to a close, just as every sentence, including
the life sentence we are all serving, comes to a full stop. Wright
frames the tension between the past tense of immutable fact and
the present tense of improvisation as the tension between nar¬
rative and poetic line. Because every line has an end, because it
ends up, so to speak, in Sugoinsville, Tennessee, every line ends
up in the country of narrative, its terminus set in the landscape
of "what was there."
Nevertheless, even though this terminus is in view, we are
not there yet; the fact that we can say it awaits us means that we
have yet to arrive. These poems, in that regard, are not laments,
are not self-elegies or even, in their deepest sense, memento mori.
They are, as were Stevens' great late poems, inquiries into the na¬
ture of the self when the past is so much longer than the future,
when the world is becoming increasingly replete with memories
of the world. For Stevens, the late self achieves a sort of translucence, a ghostliness certainly, but also a unimpeded openness to
what he calls, in the title of the poem, "The Plain Sense of
Things." In another poem, "Long and Sluggish Lines," Stevens
writes, "It makes so little difference, at so much more / Than sev¬
enty, where one looks, one has been before." Wright, who turns
seventy-two this year, expresses the same sense of stepping into
the same river twice, in "Heraclitean Backwash":
Wherever I am,
I always wonder what I am doing back there,
Strange flesh in a stranger land.
As though the world were a window and I a faint reflection
Returning my gaze
Wherever I looked, and whatever I looked upon.
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Absence of sunlight, whiter water among the tall trees.
Nothing whispers its secret.
Silence, for some, is a kind of healing, it's said,
for others the end of a dark road
That begins the zone of greater light.
Fish talk to the dead in the shallow water below the hill.
Or so the Egyptian thought,
who knew a thing or two about such things.
Strange flesh in a stranger land.
The clouds take their toll.
Like moist souls, they litter the sky on their way to where
they're not.
Dandelions scatter across the earth,
fire points, small sunsqualls.
To be here, at seventy-two, is to be both here and there at the
same time, to be simultaneously "wherever I am" and "back
there." In the opening lines, Wright sees himself divided between
a sense of strange, tenuous presence, and his own manifestation
as a "faint reflection." He is both himself, whatever that might be,
and a translucent image of himself, returning his gaze. Past self
and present find themselves face to face, separated by the pane
that divides what is from what was. If we find that this arrange¬
ment, the self-as-reflection returning the self's gaze, seems com¬
plex, paradoxical, impossible, or unthinkable, then Wright has
us where he wants us, as his formulations, like Zen koans or
Delphic pronouncements, dissolve our sense of at-homeness in
the world. The characteristic logical contradiction, self as both
viewer and reflection, is a strategy that Wright employs to arrest
the flux of change and becoming. (The poem is dedicated to
"H.V., fixed point in the flux." Henry Vaughn? Helen Vendler?
Hendrik Van Loon?) The mystical conundrum becomes, as it
were, the still and unwobbling pivot around which the world
turns: present and past frozen, holding each other at bay, in a sort
of conceptual standoff. In this stillness, the world approaches
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Wright's ideal of full manifestation. Sunlight is absent but also
present (in the whiteness of the water, and later, in the brilliance
of the dandelions). Living creatures (fish, in this case) discourse
with the dead. So if "Nothing whispers its secret," we are oblig¬
ed to read this line both as a declaration of the world's implaca¬
ble self-withholding, its refusal to tell us what we want to know,
and, contrarily, as the assertion that in this still moment, Nothing
Itself discloses its concealed truth.
One suspects that the spirit of Wittgenstein would not be
happy with this, would retort sternly that neither he, nor any
other dead person he knows, Egyptian or otherwise, has ever
held colloquy with a fish, and furthermore, what does it mean —
if it means anything at all — for an object to be both self and re¬
flection of itself? However, Wright's poetry — for all its attention
to the thingly presence, the haecceitas of world-we-live-in-now —
could not be less interested in establishing a world that consists
of merely "everything that is the case." Instead, Wright insists,
"that whereof we cannot speak" is in fact the very substance and
inspiration of poetry. In fact it is poetry's greatest topic. Nothing
whispers to us; we are all on our way to "where we are not," that
metaphysical "Surgoinsville down the line" we can neither know
nor ignore. Here Wright's (and Stevens') immense, humble theme
— the world and its weathers — modulates momentously toward
a concern with the world as weather. Clouds are like souls, and
the scattered dandelions reveal themselves to be not merely
things but "small sunsqualls," sudden gully-washers of illumi¬
nated being. The mind in turn is a kind of weather within the
weather, a microclimate influenced by the outer world, indeed a
part of that outer world, to be recorded in its infinite fluctuations,
but not in any sense permanent. These are poems then "of the act
of the mind" in one of the most radical senses in which we can
conceive of Stevens' term, poems that do not merely record the
acts of the mind, but that seek to record the mind as mere gesture.
The mind is not merely what it grasps, but the gesture itself of
grasping and release, its approach and retreat from the world, its
exile and return. "Once in a while," Wright says in the title poem.
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we all succumb
to the merely personal.
Those glass shards and snipped metal
That glitter and disappear and glitter again
in the edged night light
Of memory's anxious sky.
How could it be otherwise, given our histories?
Like Dante's souls of the blessed,
they drop from their tiers
Down to our mind's eye
In whichever heaven it happens to be, for a few words.
An inch of adrenaline,
A slipped heartbeat or so,
before they begin to flicker and grain out.
The merely personal is not, here, the merely private or idio¬
syncratic. It comprehends all that we are and do, all that we
have been and will be. Poetry, for Wright, as it had for Eliot, of¬
fers an alternative to personality; for Wright, poetry is not an
escape or flight from the personal. Rather, it is a journey
through the "merely personal" — our temporal natures, our
inner and outer weather — toward an eternity where "there is
no weather, no wind shift, no weeds" ("Hawksbane"). The
merely personal is destined to flicker and grain out, like a sig¬
nal fading before the screen goes snowy. But what falls from
"memory's anxious sky" is not snow; it is cascade of "glass
shards and snipped metal," as though our interior weather is a
punishing, unendurable, pelting hail of everything we have
conceived, designed, and built — an unnatural disaster. It falls
through us, and if we survive (however temporarily), what re¬
mains are not memories, or the triumph of the enduring spirit,
but a tissue of scars, "New skin over old wounds, colorless,
numb." In time, experience enforces a kind of detachment, or
at least, invites us toward detachment. The long two-part
title poem of the volume concludes with a steely statement
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of the need for withdrawal, expressed as prayer. "Let the
tongue retreat, let the tongue be dumb."
In Stevens' great late poem "The Course of a Particular," he
meditates on a familiar sound, the anguished rasping of dead
leaves hanging from winter branches, and encounters the bleak
awareness that such a cry appeals less and less to an affective or
sympathetic responsiveness within him.

Finally, what he hears

is only
...the cry of leaves that do not transcend themselves.
In the absence of fantasia, without meaning more
Than they are in the final finding of the ear, in the thing
Itself, until, at last, the cry concerns no one at all.
Wright experiences, even strives for, a similar process of de¬
tachment, with the difference that his poems record not only our
own approach toward terminal darkness (in which nothing will
concern us) but also the poems' own approach toward that dark¬
ness. "It is hard to imagine how unremembered we all become,"
he writes, but this labor is precisely the work that the poems spur
us to take on. Schooled by this reminder of impending unrememberedness, the poet must determine what sort of poem to sing,
and come to a new understanding of his art. The book concludes
with the claim that every song is in fact uttered by two tongues,
one "of water" and the other "of ash," which is to say, a voice that
sustains us and a voice that reminds us, and indeed participates
in, our passing.
SINGING LESSON
This is the executioner's hour,
deep noon, hard light.
Everything edge and horizon-honed.
Windless and hushed, as though a weight were about to fall,
And shadows begin to slide from beneath things, released
In their cheap suits and eager to spread.
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Out in the meadow, nothing breathes,
the deer seem to stop
Mid-jump at the fence, the swallows hanging like little
hawks in the air.
The landscape loosens a bit, and softens.
Like miniature exhalations.
Wind stirs in the weeds, a dog barks, the shadows stretch
and seep out.
Therefore, when the Great Mouth with its two tongues of
water and ash
Shall say, Suffer the darkness.
Suffer the darkness to come unto you,
suffer its singsong,
And you will abide.
Listen to what the words spell, listen and sing the song.
Here is a moment of Wrightian stasis, the executioner's hour,
the clock stuck at "deep noon," the deer frozen "mid-jump," the
swallows motionless as hawks. Wright can imagine the landscape
stopping because he can imagine life stopping. The speech of his
poems, therefore, must slide furtively outward like a shadow
from beneath the immobilized bodies (a form of motion no longer
dependent upon the vitality of those bodies), or like an exhala¬
tion, even if that exhalation always reminds us of the breath leav¬
ing the body for good. The words of these sinuous, harrowing,
unflinching poems always spell doom, but in doing so, they illu¬
minate a world all the more brilliant for coming into view against
a background of black.

DeSales Harrison
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DIANE KIRSTEN MARTIN
was selected for Best New
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Poets 2005. She works as a
technical writer and lives in
San Francisco.
SARAH MACLAY's debut fulllength, Whore, won the Tampa
Review Prize for Poetry, and
she received a Special Mention
in The Pushcart Prize XXXI.
She is currently a visiting assis¬
tant professor at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles.
LENORE MAYHEW's poems
have most recently been pub¬
lished in Queens Quarterly and
Atlanta Review, and are forth¬
coming in The Texas Review. She
is the co-translator of the
Akhmatova volume in the
FIELD Translation Series.
ERIC PANKEY holds the Her¬
itage Chair in Writing at
George Mason University.
GRETCHEN PRIMACK's pub¬
lication credits include The
Paris Review, Prairie Schooner,
Cimarron Review, and others.
Her manuscript Fiery Cake has
been short-listed for many
prizes. She lives in the Hudson
Valley.
TOMAZ SALAMUN's recent
books in English include The
Book for My Brother (Harcourt). Poker (Ugly Duckling),
and Row (Arc). He has pub¬
lished more than thirty books
in Slovenian. His translator,
BRIAN HENRY, has published

five books of poetry, most re¬
cently The Stripping Point
(Counterpath). He is translat¬
ing Salamun's Gord in Kelihi
(Woods and Chalices, 2000),
into English.
MICHAEL TEIG is the author
of Big Back Yard (BOA Edi¬
tions, 2003).
TOMAS TRANSTROMER is a
celebrated Swedish poet, trans¬
lator, psychologist, and classi¬
cal pianist. Among his many
honors are Germany's Petrarch
Prize, the Neustadt Interna¬
tional Prize for Literature, the
Bellman Prize, the Bonnier Award
for Poetry, and the Swedish
Academy's Nordic Prize. His
translator, MICHAEL MCGRIFF,
is a former Michener Fellow at
the University of Texas and a
current Stegner Fellow at Stan¬
ford University. He has recent¬
ly completed an authorized
translation of Transtromer's
The Sorrow Gondola (1996).

LEE UPTON's fifth book of po¬
etry, Undid in the Land of Un¬
done, is forthcoming in fall
2007 from New Issues Press.
JEAN VALENTINE'S Door in
the Mountain: New and Col¬
lected Poems, won the Nation¬
al Book Award in 2004. Her
next book. Little Boat, is due
out this fall. She was the sub¬
ject of a FIELD symposium in
2005.
DANEEN WARDROP, recipi¬
ent of the Poetry Society of
America's Robert H. Winner
Award and the Bentley Prize
for Poetry, is the author of two
books of literary criticism, in¬
cluding Emily Dickinson's
Gothic (University of Iowa
Press).
FRANZ WRIGHT's Earlier
Poems will be published by
Knopf in May.
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FRIENDS OF OBERLIN COLLEGE PRESS
As of January 15, 2007
FIELD and the other publishing efforts of Oberlin College Press
receive financial support from the Friends of Oberlin College
Press. In a time of increasingly scarce resources, we are particu¬
larly grateful to these individuals for their continuing support of
our mission. We invite others to join the Press in our efforts on be¬
half of contemporary poetry. Friends at the Supporter level re¬
ceive a free subscription to FIELD. Friends at the Sponsor level
and above receive copies of all our new publications. All gifts are
tax-deductible. To learn more about joining the Friends, please
contact our Managing Editor, Linda Slocum.
Benefactors and Patrons: Anonymous, Tracy Chevalier, Stuart
Friebert and Diane Vreuls, John D. Koch, Anne Marie Macari,
Georgia L. Newman, David Walker, Charles Wright, David Young
Sponsors: Anonymous, Linda Bierds,
lagher, Shirley Kaufman, Ken Kay and
Kiesselbach, Stewart and Donna Kohl,
Lux, Ted Space and Martha Collins,
Wright and Elizabeth Oehlkers

Celia Gilbert, Jean Gal¬
Karen Christensen, Dore
Lenore Laycock, Thomas
Etta Ruth Weigl, Franz

Supporters: Anonymous, William Aarnes, Sonia and Alex Alland,
Ray and Alice Andrews, Jim and Deborah Bogen, Peter Buchman
and Jolene Hjerleid, Christopher Buckley, Michael Chitwood,
Billy Collins, Steven Culberson, Edward Derby and Caitlin Scott,
John D. and Anne C. Elder, Stephen Farkas, Judy Karasik, Martha
Moody, Thylias Moss, Kurt S. Olsson, Carl Peterson, Lynn Pow¬
ell, Kevin Prufer, Boyer Rickel, Paul Russell, Peter Schmidt, Dennis
and Loretta Schmitz, Julie Schumacher, Elaine Scott, Lee Upton,
Tom and Mary Van Nortwick
$1000 and more: Benefactor
$500-$999: Patron
$250-$499: Sponsor
$100-$249: Supporter
Our appreciation also to the following donors: Pamela Alexander,
Clifford O. Guren, Blair Thomas, and C. D. Wright.
The Press also receives essential operating
support from Oberlin College.
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